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ABSTRACT 

The ability to retain and observe solution-phase structures using the gas-phase ion 

mobility (IM) technique is paradoxical. Although many studies have shown kinetic 

trapping during electrospray ionization (ESI) can allow IM to observe solution-phase 

structures, i.e. “native” ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS), there remain many 

uncertainties as to for how long and to what extent solution-phase structures are retained. 

Cryogenic IM-MS (cryo-IM-MS) is used to investigate structural characteristics of 

electrosprayed ions here. The advantage offered by the cryogenic drift cell is the rapid 

thermalization of “freeze-dried” ions (~130 K) to the ~80 K drift cell temperatures, 

preserving kinetically trapped solution-phase structures and extensively hydrated ions i.e. 

[M + xH]x+(H2O)n. With n approaching up to several hundred, cryo-IM-MS offers a 

unique experimental approach to survey the interactions of water and the late-stages of 

ESI. 

The preservation of an unusual like-charged ion pair interaction between 

guanidinium ions, which has been observed in protein-protein interactions, is investigated. 

Charge solvation is imperative for stabilizing these like-charged ion pairs, and without 

sufficient water molecule adducts bridging between the ions, the like-charged ions repel 

and break apart. A second like-charged interaction was also isolated, where a proton was 

stabilized within a hydrated guanidinium cluster. These studies are extended to the peptide 

bradykinin, which has two arginine residues, and showcases similar charging behavior; 
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extensive hydration of BK permits an additional charge to be stabilized within the solvated 

clusters. 

A late-stage ESI proton transfer event in dehydrating 4-aminobenzoic acid ions is 

investigated. Molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) are used to calibrate a theoretical 

collisional cross section (CCS) with the experimental arrival time distributions (ATD) of 

sequential water clusters. The structures generated indicate that a proton transfer occurs 

via a water wire at n = 6, i.e. via a Grotthuss mechanism. The structural characterizations 

provided by the addition of CCS to cryo-IM-MS allow for identification of larger 

structural families up to ~500 Daltons.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

AAD acceptor acceptor donor (referring to hydrogen bonding) 

ACN acetonitrile 

ATD arrival time distribution 

BK bradykinin 

CCS collision cross section 

CID collision induced dissociation 

CRM Charge Residue Model 

Cryo-IM-MS cryogenic ion mobility-mass spectrometry 

DC IG direct current ion guide 

e elementary charge (1.602 x 10-19 Coulombs) 

E applied electric field 

E/N field strength in townsend units 

ESI electrospray ionization 

GS gramicidin S 

H-bond hydrogen bond 

IEM Ion Evaporation Model 

IM Ion Mobility 

IMS Ion Mobility Spectrometry 

IM-MS Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry 

IR Infrared Spectroscopy 

K ion mobility parameter 
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K0 reduced mobility coefficient 

kB Boltzmann constant 

L drift tube length 

MALDI Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization 

MCMM Monte Carlo Multiple Minimum 

MCP Microchannel Plate 

MDS Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

MOBCAL Mobility Calculator 

MS Mass Spectrometry 

m/z mass-to-charge ratio 

N buffer gas number density 

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

P buffer gas pressure 

PF IF periodic focusing ion funnel 

QM quantum mechanics 

T buffer gas temperature 

td ion drift time inside the drift tube 

t0 ion drift time outside the drift tube 

TOF time-of-flight (mass spectrometer) 

TWIMS Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometry 

µ reduced mass of ion-neutral pair 

V voltage 
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vd average drift velocity 

z ion charge state 

Ω collision cross section 
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formic acid with helium drift gas. H+(H2O)n, 4-ABAH+(H2O)n, and 

NH3
+C6H5(ACN)1(H2O)n are labeled in blue, black, and red, respectively. 

Asterisk denotes 94 m/z (CO2 loss), and double asterisk denotes 

120 m/z (H2O loss) fragments. The (4-ABA)2H
+(H2O)n proton-bound dimer 

and its n = 1 species are observed at 275 and 293 m/z, respectively. The 

dimer experiences the same hydrated, ACN-bound adduct as the monomer 

at 272 and 290 m/z. The mass spectrum is located above each plot. ................ 54 

Figure 3.5. ATD vs m/z plot of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n with a heated capillary temperature 

of 330 K sprayed from 1:1 ACN:H2O solutions with 0.1% formic acid. 4-

ABAH+(H2O)n peaks display the same behavior (inflections at n = 5-9 and n 

= 20) as clusters obtained in 0.1% formic acid. See Figure 3.4 for 

comparison. The mass spectrum is located above the plot. .............................. 55 

Figure 3.6. (a) ATD vs m/z plot of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n sprayed from 0.1% formic acid 

with N2 drift gas. The mass spectrum is located above the plot. (b) ATDs of 

4-ABAH+(H2O)0,4,5,6 are labeled. Gaussian peaks were fit with MATLAB.

Blue dots correspond to the unfitted data. Orange peaks indicate the O-

protomer, while gray peaks indicate the N-protomer. The drift times are

both longer and broader for N2 drift gas than He drift gas due to the

increased size and interaction potential with N2. The ion gate is also 50%

larger (36 μs) for N2 than for He drift gas (24 μs), which increases the

breadth of the peaks. ......................................................................................... 57 

Figure 3.7. Calculated lowest energy structures and relative 83 K Gibbs free energies 

for 4-ABAH+(H2O)1-6. Relative energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-

311++G** level of theory and ωB97X-D functional in Gaussian 16. The n 

indicates the numbers of water molecules adducted to 4-ABAH+. .................. 60

Figure 3.8.  Calibration plot of 4-ABAH+(H2O)0–6 based on CCS of calculated lowest 

energy structures in Figure 3.7. O-protonated CCSs were used for n = 0-5 

(blue diamonds). The N- and O-protonated values for n = 6 are denoted by a 

green triangle and red square, respectively. Error bars represent the standard 

deviation of the y value. The slope of the line corresponds to the gas density 

in units of parts per m-3, which corresponds to ~0.25 torr at 83 K. .................. 61

Figure 3.9. The trans (Z) and cis (E) forms of 4-ABAH+(H2O)2 are shown. The trans 

structure is favored by only 0.27 kcal/mol. ...................................................... 63 

Figure 4.1. ATD vs m/z plots of (A-B) heptylammonium+(H2O)n, (C-D) 

anilinium+(H2O)n, and (E-F) 4-ABAH+(H2O)n sprayed from 0.1% formic 

acid. The mass spectrum is located above each plot. Lines are shown only to 

guide the eye and do not necessarily represent linearity of the ATDs. ............ 69 
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Figure 4.2. Representative lowest energy structures of (top) 

Heptylammonium+(H2O)20, (middle) 4-ABAH+(H2O)20, and (bottom) 

anilinium(H2O)20. Hydration favoring primarily the –NH3
+ (right) are 

compared to more compact structures that do not favor hydration of only 

the –NH3
+ (left). Relative energy values are labelled. The hydrophobic 

hydration was calculated to be favored by ~2.72 kcal/mol. ............................. 71 

Figure 5.1. (top) A 3-D rendering of the R. M Jordan ToF. Comparison of the isotopic 

mass spectra of SP2+ from (middle) the first generation ToF with ~500 mass 

resolution and (bottom) the R. M. Jordan ToF with ~3500 mass resolution. ... 76 

Figure 5.2. Hydration of the peptide 10 µM AEK4 in 0.1% FA. Hydration of only the 

more highly charged peptide indicates that the lower charge state is formed 

after nearly complete dehydration of the AEK4
4+(H2O)n ion. .......................... 77

Figure 5.3. ATD vs m/z plot of 50 µM SP in 1 µM trimethylammonium oxide and 

water reveals hydrated 2SP4+ ions. ................................................................... 78

Figure 5.4. ATD vs m/z plot of 100 µM ubiquitin in 0.1% FA, sprayed at a heated 

capillary temperature of 355 K. This spectrum shows the dehydration of 

dimers that dissociate to form monomers (M7+/M8+), but also reveals other 

overlapping hydrated charge states. A potential hydrated 15+ trimer (T15+) is 
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Figure 5.5. ATD vs m/z plot of 30 µM cytochrome c in 18.2 M𝛺 H2O. The charge 

state is marked above each hydration trendline. The number of water 

molecules adducted to the 8+ charge state are labelled. .................................... 80

Figure 5.6. (a) A typical IM gating (blue) and signal collection (red) event are 

compared to two multiplexing methods, (b) a correlation IMS method that 

opens the gate with increasing frequency and (c) a Hadamard Transform 

that opens the gate many times per cycle. The two multiplexing methods 

result in many signal outputs that must be deconvoluted. The gate is open at 

321 V and closed at 400 V. ............................................................................... 81 

Figure 5.7. (a) Mass spectrum of SP and (b) ATD of SP accumulated under a 1 

second correlation multiplexed gate. Note the increasing frequency of the 

observed signal. ................................................................................................ 82 

Figure 5.8. ATD vs m/z plots of SP water clusters. Sprayed solutions contain (a) 50 

µM SP in water, (b) 50 µM SP in 1 µM TMAO, (c) 50 µM SP in 1 µM 

TMAO and 1 µM urea, and (d) 50 µM SP in 50 µM urea. Dashed lines 

show the hydration trendlines of different charge states. ................................. 87 
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1. INTRODUCTION: ION MOBILITY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY

1.1. Ion Mobility Spectrometry 

Thomson and Rutherford originally studied the mobility of ions in different gases.1 

Shortly after, Zeleny used a counterflow drift gas for ions to traverse, a staple of modern 

ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) instrumentation.2 IMS grew slowly as an analytical 

technique, primarily as a measure of small ion motion in gases.3 The low cost, portability, 

and speed of the IMS instrumentation has made the technique accessible to field 

applications; IMS devices are now typically employed for rapid detection hazardous 

chemicals, like explosives4-6 or illicit drugs.7  

Figure 1.1. A model of the mobility experiment, showing separation based on 

molecule size (green/orange) and charge (red/orange). The green ion has the highest 

mobility, K, and the fastest arrival time. 
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IMS is most analogous to a capillary electrophoresis experiment that occurs in the 

gas-phase. An applied electric field directs ions through a background buffer gas, usually 

helium or nitrogen, allowing separation based on total charge, size, and shape of the ion, 

shown in Figure 1.1. There is some dependency on the interaction potential of the ion 

with the background gas; polarizable buffer gases can separate isomers by polarity. 

Dopants can increase separation in a similar manner without largely changing the 

background gas. 

Ions are assigned a mobility parameter (K), shown by equation 1.1, 

𝐾 =
3√2𝜋/𝜇𝑘𝐵𝑇

16
𝑄𝑁−1𝛺−1 (1.1) 

where µ is the reduced mass of the drift gas and analyte, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T 

is the temperature, Q is the charge of the ion, N is the number density of the drift gas, and 

Ω is the collision cross section (CCS) of the ion. Typically, direct correlation to gas-phase 

CCS is a benefit of uniform field spectrometers, as K can be described experimentally by 

equation 1.2, 

𝐾 =
𝐿2

𝑈(𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝑡0)
                                                         (1.2)  

where L is the length of the drift tube, U is the applied voltage drop between the front and 

back of the drift tube, tobs is the arrival time of an ion packet, and t0 is the time the ion 

packet spends outside of the drift tube. CCS can subsequently be determined by 

substituting K in for equation 1.1.  

The variables t0 and P are often unknown and must be experimentally determined 

by setting equations 1 and 2 equal to each other. Because K is dependent on T and P, a 
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reduced mobility (K0) is often reported under standard temperature (T0) and pressure (P0) 

so that values may easily be compared under any T and P conditions, described by 

equation 1.3. 

𝐾0 = 𝐾
𝑇0𝑃

𝑇𝑃0
(1.3)  

Although equation 1.3 does considerably ease inter-laboratory reproducibility, K0 is still 

temperature dependent, and large temperature differences from T0, as in the case of the 

cryo-IM-MS result in different K0 values.  

1.2. Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry 

Coupling IM and MS provides a rapid two-dimensional technique (IM-MS) that 

can characterize both analyte structure and the analyte mass-to-charge (m/z) for exact 

mass information. In 1961, Barnes et al. coupled an IMS and magnetic sector MS to create 

the first IM-MS instrument.8-9 Shortly after, McAfee and Edelson coupled an IM to a time 

of flight (ToF) MS.10 With IM-MS, structural information gained by IM could now 

separate isomers and multimers, which share the same m/z and are otherwise inseparable 

by MS alone. Structural isomers can be observed for small molecules.11 However, 

Clemmer et al. showed that structural IM-MS techniques can be used to identify compact 

and extended biological structures, providing structural information about native-like 

proteins and protein complexes.12 Thus, IM-MS began to gain traction as a structural 

technique, and currently there are ~250-300 papers published on IM-MS each year.13 As 

mass resolution and sensitivity have increased, these studies have extended to even larger 

protein complexes and membrane proteins (up to several 100s kDa), providing a wealth 
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of information about biologically relevant quaternary structures,14-15 post-translational 

modifications (PTMs),16-17 ligand-protein interactions,18 metal-binding interactions,18 

oxidation,19 and protein-lipid interactions20-23 and thermodynamics.24 

Molecules must be ionized and submitted to the gas-phase prior to analysis by IM-

MS. Several ionization techniques are suitable for IM-MS analyses, but by far the two 

most common ionization techniques are matrix assisted laser desorption ionization 

(MALDI)25-26 and electrospray ionization (ESI).27-29 MALDI operates with timed laser 

shots, which naturally makes MALDI amenable to the intermittent duty cycle of IM-MS. 

Although MALDI is a soft (non-activating) ionization technique, MALDI is limited to 

singly charged ions. With the rise of “native” IM-MS, which aims to kinetically trap 

solution-phase protein structures during ESI, an ionization technique that produced 

multiply charged biomolecules (and therefore smaller m/z) under non-activating 

conditions became necessary. These requirements are well satisfied by ESI.30-32 
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1.2.1. Electrospray Ionization 

A considerable amount of work has been performed to understand the mechanism 

by which ions are generated via ESI, and two models have gained major traction: the ion 

evaporation model (IEM)33-35 and the charged residue model (CRM).28, 35-37 The CRM and 

IEM are modelled in Figure 1.2. Both models initiate in the same way: a large voltage is 

applied to the tip of a glass capillary, generating Taylor cone. From the Taylor cone, 

droplets containing many ions are generated. These droplets subsequently shrink due to 

evaporation. As the droplets shrink, the charge inside the droplet is naturally concentrated, 

increasing coulombic repulsion until the Rayleigh limit is reached, another Taylor cone is 

formed on the droplet, and the droplet spontaneously fissions. Droplets cool rapidly during 

Figure 1.2. Droplets undergo many coulombic fission and evaporation events prior to 

reaching a ~10 nm diameter, where either the (a) charged residue model or (b) ion 

evaporation model likely become operative. The red circle represents the analyte in a 

droplet. 
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this evaporation cycle, and Beauchamp et al. coined the “freeze-drying” effect of ESI on 

biomolecules.38 Droplets continue to fission in this way until droplets are in the size range 

of ~10-20 nm in diameter. At this point, the IEM states that the electric field generated by 

the ions becomes large enough to eject ions, with some number of water molecules, from 

the droplet. The CRM states that the ion instead is well-hydrated and remains in the center 

of the droplet, even if the charge is propagated to the surface. The dehydrated ion is 

generated by continued Rayleigh limited fission events followed by dehydration when 

there are very few water molecules remaining. At this point, the charges reside on the 

surface of the protein. By 2000, the consensus was that for ions smaller than ~1 kDa, the 

IEM is active, while for ions larger than ~6 kDa, the CRM is active.37 However, several 

intermediate cases remain unclear. For the mass region between ~1-6 kDa (and even this 

region itself is uncertain), it is uncertain which, if either, of these two mechanisms is 

dominant.37, 39-40 For instance, salt clusters, like NanClm
(n-m)+, can form very large clusters, 

with n+m > 100. The clusters easily extend into the 1-6 kDa region, and their mechanism 

of formation is still contested.41-45 Some other models have since been proposed, including 

a combined model where CRM is first informed by the ions that undergo the IEM.46-47 

Additionally, a chain ejection model (CEM) was recently proposed for nonpolar polymer 

chains and unfolded proteins.48-50 The basic tenets of CEM are similar to IEM, except that 

polymers are much larger and hydrophobic. Due to their very nonpolar nature, the 

polymers tend to reside near the surface of the droplet, and when one terminus is ejected, 

the rest of the chain follows, accumulating charges residing on or near the surface of the 

droplet as the chain is ejected. At this time, molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) have 
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unfortunately outpaced experimental investigations, and there is now a paucity of 

experimental evidence for the intricate nuances involved in ESI theory.41, 49-58  

1.3. Cryogenic Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry 

1.3.1. Instrumentation and Design 

The cryogenic ion mobility-mass spectrometer (cryo-IM-MS), shown in Figure 

1.3 and Figure 1.4, has a cryogenic jacket surrounding the IM cell, to cool ions to 83 ± 2 

Figure 1.3. An overview of the cryo-IM-MS instrument. Hydrated ions generated in the 

source region are “freeze-dried” and kept cool within the cryogenically cooled (~80 K) 

drift cell. Ions are then transferred to the ToF source repeller plate and “pushed” to the 

ToF for mass analysis. 
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K. Originally, the cold, uniform field IM was used to enhance the resolving power (RP) of

the drift cell, since IM RP is affected by the temperature, as shown in equation 1.4, 

𝑅𝑃 =
𝑡𝐷

∆𝑡𝐷
= √

𝐿𝐸𝑄

16𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑙𝑛2
(1.4) 

where tD is the ion drift time, ΔtD is the full width at half maximum of the drift time, L is 

the drift cell length, E is the electric field strength, Q is the ion charge, kB is Boltzmann’s 

constant, and T is the drift gas temperature. As shown in equation 1.4, RP is proportional 

to (1/T)1/2, resulting in a ~1.9-fold increase in RP when decreasing the temperature from 

300 to 80 K. Additionally, improved sensitivity and resolution result from freezing out 

impurities by pre-cooling the helium buffer gas to 80 K before use in the drift cell. 
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A description of specific instrumental details and typical operating conditions are 

detailed in the rest of this section.59-60 Hydrated ions are produced via static spray, which 

uses <1 µL/hr, and has a tip outer diameter (OD) between 3-15 µm into the source region, 

shown in Figure 1.4. The change to static spray from direct infusion (~1 µL/min) has 

considerably reduced the amount of solvent sprayed into the instrument, reducing the 

effects of icing inside the instrument. The reduced solvent load has allowed for longer 

experiment times with little or no effect on the number of ions that reach the detector, and 

less sample (~1/60th) is used. Generated ions are transmitted at atmospheric pressure 

through the heated capillary (11.4 cm, 400 µm inner diameter (ID)). The heated capillary 

is usually maintained between 334-336 K, and the temperature is closely tied to the 

Figure 1.4. An expanded view of the source region. Each label is color coded to a section 

of the instrument. There are is an additional, unlabeled ring electrode after the DC Ion 

Guide and before the Gate. This lens is segmented into four quadrants and used as a 

deflector lens to guide the ions to the IM drift cell aperture.  
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distribution of water clusters. Decreasing the temperature shifts the distribution of 

hydrated ions [M+xH]x+ to larger values of n. However, the temperature necessary also 

depends on the analyte. Peptides require higher temperatures (~340K), and proteins 

require even higher temperatures for good ionization and signal (~345-355 K). If 

dehydrating conditions are desired, temperatures can be raised to >363 K. After exiting 

the heated capillary, ions are focused through a skimmer cone separated by 2 mm and at 

~1.0 Torr to a DC ion guide region at ~2.0x10-4 torr. The DC ion guide consists of 43 

lenses with an ID of 6.35 mm, thickness of 1.27 mm, and 1.27 mm spacing between lenses. 

Each lens potential is alternated by the same voltage. Lower alternating voltages (~20 V) 

are selected for focusing smaller ions (less than 1 kDa), while larger voltages (~40 V) are 

selected for larger ions (more than 1 kDa). Ions are focused by the oscillatory radial 

electric field, which acts as an RF to the fast motion of the ions. Ions are focused through 

a segmented deflector lens and a gating lens. The gating lens is pulsed for ~24 µs at ~800 

Hz from 400 V to 321 V, allowing for discrete packets that may be temporally separated 

in the drift cell. Collisions with helium drift gas provide for IM separation as described in 

section 1.1. The IM drift cell is 30.2 cm long, and the entrance and exit apertures are 800 

µm in diameter. The drift cell contains 24 stainless steel stacked ring lenses with 6.35 mm 

width and spacing and an ID of 28.6 mm. Each lens is spaced by alumina nonporous 

ceramic balls (8 mm diameter, McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) and is serially connected by 

1 M𝛺 resistors (front to back resistance is 23.0 M𝛺). The lens elements are sealed and 

compressed using 0.060” indium wire seals (Indium Wire Extrusion, Ellicot City, MD). 

The cryogenic dewar is electrically isolated from the stacked ring lenses by an insulating 
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spacer. The dewar is filled with liquid nitrogen, cooling the drift cell and the 99.999% 

ultra-high purity helium gas to ~83 ± 2 K. The temperature is measured by a 100 𝛺 

resistance ceramic wire wound platinum resistive temperature detector (RTD, part 

1PT100KN3026, Omega Engineering Inc. Norwalk, CT) platinum thermocouple. The 

temperature of the drift cell is very sensitive to air leaks, and it is emphasized here that 

leakage can easily be detected by increased drift tube temperatures (>~84-85 K). Previous 

calibrations have suggested the drift cell pressure is at ~1.6 Torr,59 but more recent 

calibrations suggest the drift cell pressure may be closer to ~0.25 Torr (see section 3.2.3). 

After separation by the IM drift cell, ions traverse a 5-einzel lens region, a field free region, 

and are then collimated into the ToF source region. Ions are then orthogonally pulsed into 

the reflectron ToF MS. This ToF was adapted from a commercial instrument (Vestec 

Mariner ToF) and is maintained at ~1x10-7 Torr. The ToF push/repeller plate is maintained 

at 3.52 kV and pulsed 7-15 kHz based on ion flight times. The reflectron back ring is 

maintained at 4.5 kV. A 40 mm dual microchannel plate (Photonis, Surbridge, MA) 

detects impacting ions.  

1.3.2. A Novel Way to Study Water Adduction 

Water has many important biological roles, e.g. the hydrophobic effect, resource 

transport, and chemical reactions. Structural investigations of water could lead to insights 

in proton transfer, protein folding and aggregation, and how ions can order the surrounding 

water network. Each of these roles is performed within a confined cellular environment, 

and the ESI-generated nanodroplets provide a useful, analogous mode to study such 
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confinement. However, water is very weakly bound to most ESI-generated ions and is lost 

in typical IM-MS experiments; hot source conditions can remove the water, while IM drift 

cells maintained at room temperature rapidly thermalize “freeze-dried” ions, also 

removing water clusters. Silveira et al. designed an ESI source for the cryo-IM-MS, which 

evaporatively pre-cools ions to ~130-150 K,61 allowing water clusters to be retained or 

“freeze-dried” on generated ions. The 80 K drift tube subsequently kinetically traps the 

“freeze-dried” ions, preserving large distributions of water clusters.60 Notably, the degree 

of hydration is dependent on the activation of the ions, leading to dependencies on the 

field strength, heated capillary temperature, and all the voltage drops within the 

instrument. Tuning these conditions away from desolvating/heating conditions necessarily 

reduces the ionization efficiency, and all analytical values of merit that depend on signal 

strength. However, such losses must be accepted to perform the unique experiments that 

follow.  

Several studies have associated water molecules with peptides inside a drift tube 

by doping water vapor into the drift gas or using water vapor as a drift gas.62-68 Just a few 

water molecules are often sufficient to cause significant re-arrangement or folding of 

peptides in these studies.62-63 However, condensed water molecules may behave 

differently than evaporating molecules. For instance, solution-phase states cannot be 

kinetically trapped and observed; gas-phase favored hydration sites will be selected first. 

Subsequent hydration will preferentially H-bond with that site until the droplet is large 

enough to hydrate both sites. However, the size and structure of the droplet required to 

search the structural space for the reverse transition (gas-to-solution phase) may be 
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considerably removed from the structure that forms in the solution-to-gas phase transition. 

The latter transition is also of considerable interest, because the solution-to-gas-phase 

transition describes unresolved questions of the final stages of ESI. It is again emphasized 

that cryo-IM-MS preserves solution-phase states by slowly dehydrating ESI-generated 

droplets, rather than condensing water molecules onto a fully dehydrated gas-phase 

analyte. Furthermore, due to the cryogenic cooling of the drift gas prior to entry into the 

drift cell, the drift gas is dry, ensuring there is no condensation. It is noted that in both 

scenarios, extremely cool operating conditions are required to maintain hydrated ions. For 

instance, Figure 1.5 describes the sensitivity of the observed structures to (a) the heated 

capillary temperature and (b) electric field strength.60 However, there are many other 
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sensitive parameters, including the vacuum, the pressure inside the drift tube, and the drift 

gas composition. 

1.3.3. Protonated Water Clusters: H+(H2O)n 

Spectroscopic experiments that study the free-OH spectral region (~3700 cm-1) 

have dominated the experimental study of hydrogen bonded (H-bond) networks, which 

Figure 1.5. Mass spectra of protonated water clusters at (a) variable heated capillary 

temperatures and (b) variable IM field strengths. The field strength in (a) is 9.12 V/cm and 

the heated capillary temperature in (b) is 340 K. Adapted with permission from ref. 60. 

Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 
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detail the H-bonding environment each water molecule is in, i.e., whether a water 

molecule is accepting (A) or donating (D) H-bond(s). These studies have detailed hydrated 

structures, including magic and anti-magic number clusters,69-73 H-bond coordination,73-76 

H-bond re-arrangement as a function of the analyte and numbers of waters,77-79 the

formation of amino acid zwitterions,80-82 clathrate structures,73, 75, 83-85 the location and 

nature of the charge/proton,78, 83, 86 and the temperature dependence of the structures.76, 87-

88 These studies heavily rely upon MDS to assign the free-OH region bands, but this can 

be computationally expensive due to the large expanse of computational space required, 

and lack of other experimental structural parameterizations to reduce that computational 

space. In addition, spectroscopy is not structurally dispersive, meaning that all present 

structures are simultaneously acquired, making large, structurally heterogeneous water 

clusters particularly difficult to analyze.89 

Ion mobility is structurally dispersive, separating each present structure according 

to its size, shape, and charge and provides an additional limiting parameter, CCS, for 

MDS. For instance, identifying Eigen (H3O
+) and Zundel (H2O5

+) structures with 

spectroscopy can be difficult even at relatively low water cluster sizes due to the mixing 

H-bonding bands from each water cluster type. Jiang et al. predicted the coexistence of

Eigen and Zundel structures as low as H+(H2O)6 by comparing ab initio calculated spectra 

to their experimental spectroscopic data.76 Fujii et al. showed that the smallest water 

cluster to contain both Eigen- and Zundel-centered structures existed at n = 6.90
 Servage 

et al. used cryo-IM-MS to separate these H+(H2O)6 structural isomers, as shown in Figure 

1.6.91 The CCSs of the Eigen- and Zundel-centered structures were estimated to be 46.46 
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Å2 and 47.97 Å2, respectively, with MOBCAL.92 Jiang et al. determined the Zundel-

centered structure to be ~1 kcal/mol more stable than the Eigen-centered structure, in 

agreement with the greater relative abundances observed at the longer ATD in Figure 

1.6.76 Similarly, Silveira et al. describe two distinct populations of H+(H2O)21 water 

clusters, shown in Figure 1.7.60 One population follows the trendline of water structures. 

A second, more compact, population appears at a faster ATD. The former population 

forms with more dangling H-atoms and fewer total H-bonds than the latter, causing its 

increased size relative to the closed clathrate cage structure that describes the faster ATD. 

The sensitivity of the water structure to the electric field is also exemplified in Figure 

1.7b, where the cage structure dissipates in favor of more open structures at higher field 

Eigen, H3O
+ centered 

Zundel, H2O5
+ centered 

Figure 1.6. Mass-selected ATD for H+(H2O)n (n = 6); peak fitting was performed using 

Origin 7.5 software. The faster conformer population shown in red corresponds to Eigen 

(H3O
+-centered) structures, while the population falling at longer drift times shown in blue 

is attributed to the Zundel (H5O2
+-centered) structures solvated by four water monomers. 

Structures shown are schematic representations of the two lowest energy isomers for the 

H+(H2O)n (n = 6) cluster determined by Jiang et al. via ab initio calculations.76 Reprinted 

with permissions from ref.  91. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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strengths. This sensitivity to the field strength represents one of the major hurdles to the 

determination of CCS for this technique and is addressed in more depth in Chapter 3. 

These examples lay the foundation for studying changes in proton location and structures 

that depend on the proton location. An analysis of how a proton is transferred is pursued 

for the molecule 4-aminobenzoic acid (4-ABAH+) in Chapter 3.  

1.3.4. Hydration of Polar Molecules 

Figure 1.7. ATD vs m/z plot for H+(H2O)n (n = 15 to 35) produced at an electric field of 

(a) 9.1 V cm–1 and (b) 15.1 V cm–1 in the drift tube at a heated capillary temperature of

340 K. Panels c–e contain the mass-selected ATDs for (n = 20 to 22) at 9.1 V cm–1. The 

black line is the result of boxcar averaging of the data points (gray ■). The vertical dashed 

line was inserted to guide the eye across the centroid of the IM-MS trendlines shown. 

Reprinted with permissions from ref. 60. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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Charge carriers are capable of profound structuring effects on the local 

environment, especially nearby H-bonding water molecules.38, 60, 62, 78, 93-99 

Water molecules also have key roles in defining the structures of polar molecules. 

Understanding the interplay between these two forces is important for developing a more 

thorough understanding of how the presence or absence of water influences the structures 

of biomolecules,95, 100-101 as well as how polar molecules alter the structure of water.38, 60, 

91, 93, 95, 102 While examples were provided in section 1.3.3, it is again noted that at 80 K, 

cryo-IM-MS of protonated water clusters has revealed increased relative abundances of 

“magic” number clusters that orient water to form very stable geometric structures.38, 60, 73, 

91, 93, 102-103 The water network is even sensitive to different protomer states.95 

Alternatively, for the model peptide substance P (SP; RPKPQQFFGLM), a compact 

conformation is favored when the ions are dehydrated slowly, whereas an extended gas-
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phase conformation is the most stable gas-phase conformer, as shown in Figure 1.8.100 

The two charged groups in diammonium alkyl ions are stabilized within a single cluster 

for n > ~20 by hydrating water molecules.95, 104 Similarly, solvent-free monomer ions of 

the protein ubiquitin were detected only after near-complete desolvation of the dimer ions, 

as shown in Figure 1.9.101 It appears that hydrated dimer ions are stabilized by formation 

of a water bridge involving the hydrophilic side chains that surround the I44 hydrophobic 

patch of each monomer.105-107 These studies represent the first steps to answering a 

recurring question in this work: how do soluble, polar molecules alter the  surrounding 

Figure 1.8. ATD vs m/z plot of substance P detailing the conversion of a hydrated 

conformation, A, to an extended gas-phase conformation, labelled B. The conversion 

occurs after near complete dehydration. 
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water structure and how does the presence of water alter the structure of the polar 

molecule? 

1.4. Thesis Structure 

In Chapter 2, the hydration of guanidinium (GdmH+) and arginine (ArgH+) ions 

with cryo-IM-MS is described. GdmH+ ions are reported to form stable complexes 

(GdmH+-GdmH+) in aqueous solutions despite strong repulsive interactions from each 

charge. These complexes are thought to play important roles in protein folding, membrane 

penetration, and the formation of protein dimers. In this chapter, cryo-IM-MS results for 

hydrated guanidinium ion pairs, i.e. (GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n are reported. The binding 

Figure 1.9. ATD vs m/z plot of 10 µM ubiquitin in 0.1% formic acid (FA) and heated 

capillary temperature of 363 K. Note the monomer is observed without significant 

hydration. Adapted with permission from ref. 101. Copyright 2015 American Chemical 

Society. 
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interactions leading to formation and stability of these ion pairs are discussed in the 

context of theoretical work and the observation of another unlikely, and previously 

unstudied, ion pair, GdmH+-H+(H2O)n. 

In Chapter 3, an intracluster proton transfer reaction is investigated via the 

hydrated ion 4-aminobenzoic acid (4-ABAH+(H2O)n), which is known to undergo a late-

stage ESI proton transfer from its solution-phase location on the –NH3
+ group to form a –

COHOH+ group. Presented evidence suggests that the proton transfer occurs at n = 6 

through a water bridge, probably via a Grotthuss-type mechanism. CCS calculations are 

performed to calibrate cryo-IM-MS for CCS for the first time and determine structural 

families that are present for the proton transfer. Solvents and background collision gases 

influence the proton transfer reaction, and the effects of acetonitrile and nitrogen drift gas 

are investigated. 

In Chapter 4, CCS calibrations are extended to larger water clusters of 4-

ABAH+(H2O)n. The formation of magic number clusters is well-described, but these 

structural phenomena usually entail small restructurings of dodecahedral cages. Here, the 

formation of the magic number cluster n = 20 requires a significant transformation relative 

to the clusters n = 19 and 21; the 4-ABAH+(H2O)20 magic number cluster forms a 

dodecahedral cage structure, whereas 4-ABAH+(H2O)19,21 clusters form a water bridge 

between the two hydrophilic groups. 

Upcoming studies, instrument developments, and a final outlook for the project 

and instrument are detailed in Chapter 5. 



* Reprinted with permission from Hebert, M. J. and Russell, D. H., Hydration of Guanidinium

Ions: An Experimental Search for Like-Charged Ion Pairs. J. Phys. Chem. Lettrs, 2019, 10 (6),

1349-1354 DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpclett.9b00268. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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2. HYDRATION OF GUANIDINIUM IONS: AN EXPERIMENTAL SEARCH FOR

LIKE-CHARGED ION PAIRS* 

2.1. Background 

Many of the binding forces that typically affect solvated molecules are generally 

well-understood. Briefly, the hydrophobic effect is an important folding effector that has 

been extensively studied.108-111 Interactions between hydrophilic groups and water, which 

include both short- and long-range interactions, strongly influence the structures of both 

the hydrated ion as well as the hydrating waters.94 The influence of hydration is probably 

strongest for polar amino acid side chains that are located on the protein surface, but the 

solvation of polar side chains within the protein core can also be an important determinant 

for protein folding.111 Electrostatic interactions involving basic and acidic amino acid side 

chains have been extensively studied, especially those involving the side chain of arginine, 

i.e. guanidinium (GdmH+), with aspartic and glutamic acid,112 although interactions of

GdmH+ with Trp, Arg, and Gln (pi-stacking interactions)113-114 and with hydrophobic 

amino acid side chains have also been reported.115  

The interactions involving like-charged GdmH+-GdmH+ has been studied as well; 

semiempirical calculations provide evidence for like-charged guanidinium-guanidinium 

(GdmH+-GdmH+) complexes stabilized by water molecules.101 Two papers by Scheraga 
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et al. revealed that pairing of positively charged GdmH+ ions on arginine side chains forms 

stable complexes in aqueous solutions, seemingly unlikely considering potentially effects 

of strong Coulombic repulsion.116-117 Dimers of GdmH+/GdmH+ involving two arginines 

have also been implicated in several structure/function relationships, including the 

enhancement of passive cell-membrane penetration.118-120 While Scheraga’s evidences for 

the like-charged ion pair was derived from database searches,116, 121 strong evidence was 

also recently obtained from X-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments.122 Higher level 

quantum mechanical calculations also underscore the important role of water in stabilizing 

these like-charged GdmH+/GdmH+ dimers,117, 123 and ab initio MDS suggest that the like-

charg ion pairs are stabilized by amphiphilic behavior and van der Waals interactions.124 

Notably, cryo-IM-MS offers an unique technique that can report direct experimental 

evidence for hydrated, like-charged GdmH+/GdmH+ interactions.122-125 

Recent cryo-IM-MS investigations of diammonium alkyl cations are most 

analogous to these studies.104 Servage et al. showed evidence of a distinct unfolding 

transition that occurs over a small range of hydrating water molecules. For example, the 

transition from hydration by a single droplet to one droplet for each ammonium ion of 1,7-

diammonium alkyl ion (H3N
+-(CH2)n-NH3

+;n= 7, 8, and 10) occurred over the range of 

16-18 water molecules, whereas the transitions for 1,8- and 1,10-diammonium alkyl ions

occurred at 18-20 and 21-24 water molecules respectively.104 The unfolding transition 

occurs as a result of increasing Coulombic repulsion during the dehydration process. 

While it is surprising that the ions can be maintained within ~1 nm by so few water 

molecules, it is notable that the diammonium alkyl ions cannot escape each other, bound 
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by the carbon chain. Furthermore, the chain is hydrophobic and will protrude from the 

nanodroplet, while the hydrophilic -NH3
+ groups remain within the droplet; it is unclear if 

the intermolecular interactions of the chain affects the stability of the ions in the droplets. 

Although like-charged ions repel each other in vacuum, considerable theoretical 

work has shown that in bulk solution, two like-charged ions form distinct contact ion pairs 

(CIP) and solvent-separated ion pairs (SSIP).126-128 CIPs have been observed in 

simulations in nanodroplets (which do not resemble bulk solution) with ~400 water 

molecules (Figure 2.1). These like-charge interactions have been identified between alkali 

metal ions and halogen ions and between active sites of biological macromolecules. As 

examples of solvent-separated ion pairs, Tabushi et al. showed a water-bridged, cation-

cation pair in trypsin-inhibitor complex, while Brünger et al. presented evidence that water 

stabilized the positively charged active site of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease A.129-130 

Scheraga et al. detailed contact ion pairs in the like-charged interaction between surface 

Figure 2.1. Blown up view of an evaporating droplet at 350 K containing 408 water 

molecules and two guanidinium ions, separated by ~3.5 Å. These ions separate and 

approach several times throughout the ~200 ns simulation. 
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arginine residues.116-117 Despite an abundance of theoretical and indirect experimental 

evidence of like-charged interactions, there has been little direct experimental evidence 

for isolated contact ion pairs of like-charged ions in water clusters or bulk water.117-118, 121-

124, 131

In this section, it is interesting to compare the hydration structures of guanidinium 

and arginine. These hydration structures differ considerably given the flexibility of the 

hydrophilic regions of the arginine compared to the rigidity of the guanidinium ion. 

Furthermore, experimental evidence obtained by cryo-IM-MS of hydrated like-charged 

ion pairs of GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n and GdmH+-H+(H2O)n are detailed. The stabilizing 

interactions of these two complexes are discussed in the context of MDS. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Experimental 

The instrumentation has been described in section 1.3.1. Briefly, solutions of 200-

400 µM GdmHCl, GdmHI, Guanidinium acetate, or 300 µM arginine were prepared in 

18.2 MΩ, unless otherwise stated. Freeze-dried ions were generated by static ESI emitter 

tips (~3-5 µm outer diameter) and guided to a cold (80 ± 2 K) ion mobility drift tube.  

2.2.2. Computational 

Born—Oppenheimer MD simulations were performed on GdmH+-H+(H2O)18 and 

GdmH+-Na+(H2O)18 with the MD module of ORCA version 4.2.0,132 equations of motion 

of the system were integrated with the velocity-Verlet algorithm at timestep of 0.5 fs by 
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collaborators Victor Kwan at the University of Western Ontario. The temperature of the 

system was maintained at 80 K with the Berendsen thermostat. The energy of the system 

at each timestep was calculated at the ωB97X-D3/def2-TZVP level with RIJCOSX 

approximation.133-135 Geometric counterpoise method (gCP) was used to correct basis set 

superposition error.136 Three runs were performed for each system and each run is 20 ps 

long. 

VMD version 1.9.3 was used to analyze simulation trajectories and calculate 

hydrogen bonds.137 Snapshots from VMD were optimized at the ωB97X-D /6-311++G** 

level of theory in Gaussian 16. Electric fields reported here were determined using 

Gaussian 16, using the DFT density, unless as specified as follows. A separate electric 

field calculation was performed to determine specific contributions from specified atoms, 

in Figure 2.6. For this calculation, partial charges were assigned according to the Merz-

Singh-Kollman scheme, which were implemented in a MATLAB code to determine 

electric field strengths resulting from specific molecules or groups of molecules. 

Noncovalent interactions were calculated with NCIPlot and visualized with VMD 

version 1.9.3.137-138 Default parameters for wavefunction-generated NCIPlots fit the 

noncovalent interactions qualitatively well. 

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. Hydration of Guanidinium Ions 

Figure 2.2 contains mobility arrival-time distribution (ATD) vs m/z plots of 

hydrated GdmH+(H2O)n and ArgH+(H2O)n ions. Abundant GdmH+(H2O)n cluster ions 
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range from n ~1-30, whereas ArgH+(H2O)n cluster ions for n > 50 are observed. 

Beauchamp et al. showed evidence that the hydrated ions are formed by stepwise 

elimination of single H2O molecules from larger hydrated ions,38, 61 and this appears to 

also be the case for GdmH+(H2O)n and ArgH+(H2O)n ions. In a recent study, Kim et al. 

reported MDS results that suggest that some water loss occurs by ejection of small neutral 

clusters from the nanodroplet.139 For both GdmH+(H2O)n and ArgH+(H2O)n the ATD 

decreases as the number of water molecules decreases, forming smaller droplets with no 

change in the existing ion or droplet structure. This is the expected behavior for hydrated 

ions, where loss of H2O is purely an evaporative process and is most apparent in the 

regions n = 1-3 for both ions. Regions of discontinuity, as observed for n = 5-10, are 

indicative of either changes in the size of hydrated ions owing to a change in the structure 

of the ion or changes in the orientation of the hydrating H2O molecules. Because of the 

rather rigid structure of GdmH+, these changes are attributed to the latter process. The 

water network transitions from a dome-like structure to a planar -like structure (structure 

I) for n = 6-9, as there is insufficient H-bonding to maintain the hemispherical network

above the carbon atom. Instead of an abrupt transition from the interstitial NH2 bonding to 

single-H-bonding with NH2 at n = 9, it is more likely that the first hydration shell 

rearrangement occurs over the same dome-like to planar-like H-bond network transition. 

It appears H-bonding with the interstitial sites only becomes energetically favorable upon 

sufficient dehydration. 
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It is interesting to compare the ATD vs m/z plots of GdmH+(H2O)n and 

ArgH+(H2O)n. The ATD vs m/z in the regions n > 10 follow a single trendline, but the 

ATD for n = 4 is shifted downward relative to that for n = 5. Multiple ATD signals are 

detected for n = 4, 5, and 6; these shifts are highlighted by the dashed lines in Figure 2.2c. 

Figure 2.2. ATD vs m/z plots of (a) GdmH+(H2O)n, (b) ArgH+(H2O)n, and (c) 

ArgH+(H2O)n ions for n = 1–13 were obtained from solutions of 200 μM GdmHCl or 300 

μM arginine solutions in 18.2 MΩ H2O. Structure I shows a proposed structure populated 

by GdmH+(H2O)n ions where n = 6. (adapted from ref. 142) . Structures II, III, and IV are 

proposed structures for the ions that fall on the respective ATD trendlines in (c) (adapted 

from ref. 140. The peak labeled with an asterisk denotes a fragment carbocation. 
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These differences represent greater conformational diversity for the ArgH+(H2O)n ions, as 

previously suggested by Gao et al.140 There is a salt bridging (SB) structure (IV) that is 

more compact and a charge solvated structure (CS) that is more extended (III). In addition, 

a third conformer family (II) was observed at n = 4 where limited hydration causes 

intramolecular charge solvation to dominate, and structure III transitions to II. Gao et al. 

comment that the SB and CS structures become nearly isoenergetic at n = 7.140 However, 

our data suggest the CS structure becomes dominant at n = 4, the CS and SB forms are 

nearly equal in abundance at n = 5-6, and the SB structure becomes dominant for clusters 

with 7 or more water molecules. To test the hypothesis that a proton is transferred from 

the N- to C- terminus, the pathway by which IV transitions to III, the methyl ester arginine 

(MeRH+(H2O)n) was examined (Figure 2.3). The ATD vs m/z plot for MeRH+(H2O)n 

resembles that of GdmH+(H2O)n, suggesting successful inhibition of the proton transfer. 

Figure 2.3. ATD vs m/z plot of MeRH+(H2O)n ions for n = 1-13 obtained from a solution 

of 300 µM methyl ester arginine in 18.2 M𝛺 H2O and a tip with an outer diameter of ~3-

5 µm. A dashed line shows a single transition in the hydrogen bonding network, similar 

to what is observed for the GdmH+(H2O)n series.  
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Previous studies have described GdmH+ ions as weakly hydrating owing to the low 

charge density; i.e., the positive charge is delocalized over each of the –NH2 groups.141 

Sharp et al. described GdmH+ as having amphiphilic character, where the partially 

positively charged hydrophilic –NH2 bind water strongly, but the carbon atom possesses 

hydrophobic character.141 Heiles et al. argued that the strongest hydration occurs at small 

water cluster sizes, such as when GdmH+ might be approaching or already in close contact 

with another molecule. They report the formation of the second hydration shell and a 

rearrangement of the first shell upon the addition of a fourth and ninth water molecule, 

respectively.142 Understanding these strongly hydrated structures is important to the 

description of the binding interactions of GdmH+(H2O)n; the solvation of GdmH+ can be 
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altered by interactions from other groups such as in ion pair formation. Structure II shows 

how the GdmH+ ion can be intramolecularly solvated while structure IV shows how the 

ion forms a solvent bridge with the C-terminus. The methyl ester arginine inhibits the 

latter interaction and does not form the more compact ion conformation in structure IV. 

Figure 2.4. Two-dimensional contour plots of ATD vs m/z of (a) GdmH+(H2O)n and (b) 

ArgH+(H2O)n ions obtained from solutions of 400 μM GdmHCl in 0.1% formic acid or 

300 μM arginine in 18.2 MΩ H2O. A proposed structure of GdmH+–GdmH+(H2O)12 like-

charged complex is shown in the inset; N–H---O and water–water hydrogen bonds are 

shown with orange and blue dashed lines, respectively. This structure is similar to that 

reported by Vazdar et al. in ref. 123.  (c) Mass spectrum extracted from the region 

between m/z 340 and 485 showing hydrated like-charged ion pairs (GdmH+–

GdmH+(H2O)n, red) and (GdmH+–H+(H2O)n, black). 
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2.3.2. Cryo-IM-MS of Doubly Charged Clusters 

Figure 2.4 contains ATD vs m/z plots for 2+ ions formed from solutions of (a) 

GdmHCl and (b) arginine. Because the abundances of doubly charged ions were low using 

small ESI emitter tip sizes (~3-5 µm outer diameter), these data were obtained using larger 

ESI emitter tip sizes (~15 µm outer diameter) and slightly higher drift tube pressures. 

These conditions favor formation of larger droplets, which increases the abundances of 

doubly charged droplets. The doubly charged ion region in Figure 2.4a contains both 

hydrated GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n and GdmH+-H+(H2O)n. The individual ion signals in the 

mass spectrum (Figure 2.4c) are sufficiently resolved to allow for assignment of the 

hydrated 2+ ions, ranging from approximately 15 to over 130 (165-1200 m/z) water 

molecules. The signal for 2+ ion clusters for both GdmH+- GdmH+(H2O)n and GdmH+- 

GdmH+(H2O)n begins to decrease in abundance at n = ~55 and have completely 

dissociated to 1+ clusters by n = 15-20. While peaks with m/z corresponding to ArgH+-

ArgH+(H2O)n and ArgH+-H+(H2O)n complexes were observed, the 2+ ion abundances in 

the spectrum for the arginine solution are very weak, and the exact masses were not able 

to be assigned. Kubíčková et al. showed that the stabilizing interactions of GdmH+(H2O)n 

that favor formation of GdmH+-GdmH+ complexes are not detected for other positively 

charged ions.131 Similarly, doubly charged ions in ESI mass spectra of solutions of 

ammonia, specifically NH4
+-NH4

+(H2O)n clusters, were not observed (Figure 2.5). Thus, 
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this data provides additional evidence that the like-charge guanidinium ion pairs are not 

artifactual, and the ion pairing behavior observed is specific to the guanidinium ions. 

The dehydrated (n = 0) GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n like-charged ion pair is not 

observed in Figure 2.4a; however, low abundance signals for the like-charged ion pair are 

observed for n ≥ 15. This observation is consistent with results reported by Vazdar et al.123 

Vazdar et al. used ab initio calculations to show that the formation of parallel, stacked 

GdmH+- GdmH+ like-charged ion pairs requires at least 12 water molecules, and that the 

stability of the complex increases as the number of water molecules increases.123 The 

surrounding water molecules provide essential enthalpic benefits through an extended H-

Figure 2.5. ATD vs m/z plot of NH4
+(H2O)n ions obtained from a solution of 400 µM 

NH4Cl in 18.2 M𝛺 H2O and a tip with an outer diameter of ~15 µm. All ions contained in 

this plot carry a charge of +1. Ions that carry a +2 charge would fall on a different 

trendline. See Figure 2.4 for comparison. The same experiment in 0.1% formic acid was 

performed, with similar results, but the spectrum becomes difficult to resolve due to the 

presence of H+(H2O)n clusters. Notably, no 2+ clusters were detected in either case. Magic 

number clusters at n = 20 and 27 are marked. 
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bonding network, which affords charge solvating interactions that overcome entropic costs 

and reduce Coulombic repulsion. In addition, chloride anions located on the periphery of 

the like-charged ion pair have been predicted to stabilize the complex,143 but chloride 

adduct ions were not observed experimentally. To test whether Cl- ions are involved in the 

formation of the ion pair and being lost as HCl,144 investigations of the hydration of 

guanidinium sprayed from guanidinium acetate solution observed similar like-charged ion 

pairs starting at n > 11. Vazdar et al. also predicted a T-shape complex as a local minimum; 

while the 2+ water clusters display considerable heterogeneity in their mobilities, no 

confident structural assignments can be made currently.123 However, given that 6-7 water 

molecules per GdmH+ hydrates in a nearly planar fashion (structure I),77 it is likely that 

the GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n like-charged contact ion pair exists in a stacked, parallel 

structure similar to that reported by Vazdar et al. for low levels of hydration.123 Regardless, 

typical studies on GdmH+-GdmH+ have suggested the complex is stable due to favorable 

intermolecular interactions between the GdmH+ ions acting as a counterforce to 

Coulombic repulsion, but it is apparent that solvent bridging water must be accounted for 

in the stabilization of the ion pair. 

A similar 2+ trendline was observed for arginine solution, but the relative 

abundances of the ions are very low and the peak resolution is not sufficient for high 

confidence assignments. These differences probably arise owing to alternative 

mechanisms for hydrating the ArgH+ ions. Specifically, as the numbers of hydrating water 

molecules increase, i.e. for n >6, the C-terminus of the molecule can take on a negative 

charge by forming an ion pair, COO--(H+(H2O)n, or through formation of a salt bridge 
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with the N-terminus. In either case, these competing mechanisms of hydration might 

disrupt the arrangements of water molecules that favor formation of the hydration network 

necessary to bridge two nearby GdmH+ moieties. These interactions may explain why 

ArgH+-ArgH+(H2O)n complexes are only observed at larger water cluster sizes (n > ~25). 

The dependence for formation of the like-charged ion pair on a solvent bridge is 

supported by recent results invoking solvent bridges in the solvation of both charge groups 

in alkyl diammonium cations and the noncovalent ubiquitin dimer.79, 101, 104 Additionally, 

the GdmH+ solvent bridging provides insight into how two arginine residues come 

together to form solvation ion pairs.116-117 The observation of a solvent bridge that forms 

around the hydrophobic region of GdmH+ is similar to results reported for the hydrated, 

noncovalently bound ubiquitin dimer, where dimer dissociation does not occur until late 

in the desolvation process. The formation of the noncovalent ubiquitin dimer was 

attributed to interactions involving the I44 hydrophobic patch and to solvent bridging 

involving the positively charged arginine side chains located near the I44 hydrophobic 

patch.101 The similar hydrophobic core and hydrophilic peripheral sites in both ubiquitin 

and guanidinium ion pairs underscore the potential importance of such binding “hot spots” 

and provide a simple model system to gain additional insight into these effects on the 

peptide/protein scale. While it is well-known that hydrophobic patches provide the 

thermodynamic impetus for dimerization, these data support substantial binding forces 

resulting from solvent bridges which must be disrupted prior to dissociation. 
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2.3.3. Stabilizing Interactions of Doubly Charged Droplets 

To further probe the stabilizing interactions within the ESI droplet, which for small 

molecules is largely dependent on the electric field strength, MD were performed. The 

IEM (described in 1.2.1) generally ejects ions in droplets when the field strength at the 

surface of the droplet exceeds 1-3 V/nm.30 Field strength can be determined by equation 

2.1, 

𝐄∗ = 𝐧𝐞/(𝟒𝛑𝛜𝟎𝐫𝟐)                                                (2.1)

where n is the number of charges, e is the charge of a proton, 𝝐𝟎 is the free permittivity of 

space, and r is the radius of the droplet, or distance between point charges. The field 

strength resulting from two guanidinium ions is ~9 V/nm, considerably above the IEM 

critical limit. However, it is worth noting several assumptions of this value. The distance 

between the ions is merely a static representation of the electric field, which is more 

realistically experiencing very large fluctuations (due to the very small distance between 

ions and the field dependency on distance) over time. It is also necessary to consider the 

nearby water interactions. 
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The electrostatic potential (ESP) fitted partial charge and electric fields on 

GdmH+-H+(H2O)18 and GdmH+-Na+(H2O)18 droplets were calculated ab initio. One 

proton was localized on the guanidine due to its high basicity. Similarly, Brugé et al. have 

shown that a proton is localized on the ammonium, rather than delocalized as ammonia 

and H3O
+.145 These electric field calculations represent simplified static structures. There 

also is no multipole expansion, which may be necessary to consider. Nonetheless, these 

crude calculations qualitatively demonstrate both the high electric field generated by the 

cations and the opposite electric field generated by the high dielectric water molecules. 

The water plays a critical role in opposing the high electric fields generated by each cation. 

a  b

c  d

Figure 2.6. The electric fields at (a and b) the C+, (c and d) the hydronium ion O+, and 

the Na+ atom locations, resulting from the (a and c) surrounding water network and (b and 

d) opposite ion were determined. The green atom represents the location the electric field

was calculated at, and the arrow shows the unit vector of the electric field. Black atoms 

were excluded from the electric field calculation.
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Table 2.1. The electric field originating from the bolded portion of each complex is 

determined for each column of atoms. The electric field is only determined in these cases 

for the field in the axis between the two ions in each complex and is lower than the total 

field exhibited. The letter code for each case corresponds to the letter code in Figure 2.6. 

Positive numbers represent electric fields directing an ion away from the opposing ion 

(outwards/away from the droplet), while negative numbers represent fields directing an 

ion towards the opposing ion (inwards/towards the droplet). 

Since GdmH+-H+(H2O)n does not have any hydrophobic interactions to stabilize it, it was 

surprising to observe it in such high abundance relative to the GdmH-GdmH+(H2O)n ions; 

it was hypothesized that the proton was better able to delocalize the charge amongst the 

water network in the former ion pair. However, it is not straightforward to compare the 

two complexes, since GdmH+ has several additional hydrogens available for 

delocalization via H-bonding. Instead, H3O
+ was compared to a point charge with no H-

bonding opportunities, Na+. The number of H-bonds maintained in GmdH+-H+(H2O)18 

was compared to GdmH+-Na+(H2O)18. The hydronium complex maintained an extra ~3.6 

H-bonds over 5 ps relative to the sodiated complex, corresponding to a ~1 eV more

stabilizing H-bond environment. The additional H-bonding delocalizes the charge better 

than in the case of sodium, and may explain the much higher relative abundance of the 

GdmH+-H+(H3O)+ complex relative to GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n. 

Field of \On C+ H3O
+ Na+ 

GdmH+H3O
+(H2O)18 -7.24a V/nm -10.9c V/nm - 

GdmH+H3O
+(H2O)18 - 4.48d V/nm - 

GdmH+H3O+(H2O)18 7.02b V/nm - - 

GdmH+Na+(H2O)18 0.23 V/nm - -6.08 V/nm 

GdmH+Na+(H2O)18 - - 2.11 V/nm 

GdmH+Na+(H2O)18 3.04 V/nm - - 
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Van der Waals interactions have also been used in support of the GdmH+-

GdmH+(H2O)n complex.123 In Figure 2.7, attractive van der Waals interactions are shown 

as green surfaces for GdmH+-H3O
+(H2O)18 using NCIPlot. Additionally, the water 

network forms quadrupolar interactions in response to GdmH+, stacking opposite charges. 

Unlike the GdmH+-GdmH+ complex, there is no way to bury the hydrophobic region, and 

it appears that it does not play an important role in stabilizing the GdmH+-H3O
+(H2O)n 

complex here. 

Figure 2.7. Van der Waals and H-bonding interactions are shown for GdmH+-

H3O
+(H2O)18 by green and teal surfaces, respectively. 
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2.3.4. Multiply Charged Water Clusters in Larger Peptide Systems 

The formation of charged droplets with excess charge has also been observed for 

bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR; BK), which contains two, separated arginine residues, which 

may increase the ability to support the extra charge. It is clear from the mass spectrum in 

Figure 2.8 that the BK2+ species dominates, and it is well within the expected charged 

droplet limits. However, there is an extra hydrated species that falls below the BK2+ 

trendline. Extraction of part of that species is shown in Figure 2.8b, revealing that there 

is a hydrated BK3+ species. This BK3+(H2O)n series does not exhibit fewer than about 40 

molecules of water adducted. Although this suggests that the proton is mobile, and part of 

the water network, rather than isolated on one of the three possible basic sites, the presence 

of dehydrated BK3+ does clearly indicate that the proton can be isolated on a basic site. 

Note that the proton location and ion size (numbers of waters adducted) are key to 

understanding the formation of this ion, and in turn the late-stage ESI mechanism. Recall 

that in CRM, described in 1.2.1, the charge a droplet can maintain depends on the size of 

the droplet, the number of charges, and the surface tension of the droplet. The charge 

remaining in an evaporating droplet then eventually settles onto the analyte. The Rayleigh 

limit of a droplet can be determined with a few assumptions: (i) the droplet is spherical, 

(ii) the density of the peptide and water molecules are 1 g/L, and (iii) the surface tension

is that of water, ~0.72 N/m. Although these are not very good assumptions for a 

nanodroplet at 80 K, it is notable that the failure in these assumptions should only serve 

to increase the Rayleigh limit and therefore the amount of charge a droplet can maintain. 

The BK3+ ion with 40 water molecules adducted corresponds to approximately 90% of the 
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Rayleigh charge predicted under the given assumptions; BK3+ hydrates appear to follow 

the Rayleigh limit and CRM. Furthermore, the BK2+(H2O) trendline grows in abundance 

at n ~ 30-33 waters, supporting the charge reduction of the droplet in this size regime. The 

ability for a droplet to take on extra charge appears limited to guanidinium-containing 

analytes, but future work that can delineate between charge effects on the droplet, and 

specific charged residue effects will be necessary. Briefly, mutant studies of R1K, R9K, 

and R1,9K would be good initial analytes of interest, but this future direction is expanded 

on in section 5.2.  

2.4. Conclusions 

The GdmH+(H2O)n H-bonding network undergoes a structural transition from n = 

6-9, in agreement with the transition from a dome-shaped cluster to a more planar cluster.

Figure 2.8. (a) ATD vs m/z plot of bradykinin (BK) and (b) an extracted ATD vs m/z plot 

of the highlighted region, revealing m/z peaks separated by 6 m/z, corresponding to 

hydrated BK3+ ions. The mass spectrum is above each plot and the number of water 

molecules adducted to BK3+ is above each peak. 
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Conversely, the structure of ArgH+ (H2O)n behaves quite differently; at large values of n, 

these ions have a more solution-like structure that is best described as a zwitterionic salt-

bridging structure. The charge sites on the zwitterionic termini of the arginine residue 

remain stable until only 5-6 water molecules remain, at which point the ion transitions to 

a gas-phase charge-solvating structure. A second transition was observed, which was 

attributed to a transition towards intramolecular solvation of the GdmH+ moiety by the N-

terminus. This intramolecularly solvated ion conformation becomes favored when there is 

very little hydration, n < 5. 

The first direct experimental evidence for solvated like-charged guanidinium 

complexes (GdmH+-GdmH+(H2O)n) were reported; these complexes were stabilized by 

exceptionally few numbers of water molecules, n ~ 15. It appears likely that two GdmH+ 

ions stack parallel to one another, since the hydrated guanidinium ion is nearly planar for 

n = 6-7, and the charge is delocalized across each –NH2 group. Each of the guanidinium 

ions is solvated by 6 water molecules, and the remaining ~3 water molecules serve to 

bridge the –NH2 groups. However, as the number of water molecules increases, the 

hydrated like-charged complex takes on a number of alternative structures. The enthalpic 

benefit provided by an H-bonding network bridging the two GdmH+ ions rationalizes how 

like-charged complexes have been observed between arginine residues and in theoretical 

studies of guanidinium ion pairs. 

The unexpected observation of a heteroion pair involving hydrated H3O
+ and 

GdmH+ was also reported. The like-charged GdmH+-GdmH+ ion pair is stabilized by the 

network of bridging water molecules (H-bonding), quadrupole-quadrupole, hydrophobic, 
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and van der Waals interactions,122, 124 whereas the stabilizing interactions for the like-

charged GdmH+-H+(H2O)n complex are limited to H-bonding. Thus, the relatively high 

abundance of the latter is an unexpected result. This suggests that the heteroion pair must 

receive similar enthalpic benefits from structuring the hydration network, and that this 

may be the dominant stabilizing interaction. Furthermore, the effects of Coulombic 

instabilities of the GdmH+-H+(H2O)n complex may be minimized by rapid shuttling of the 

proton via the Grotthuss mechanism, effectively dispersing the charge density. The diffuse 

charge distribution and unique water-structuring capability of the GdmH+ ion play key 

roles in formation of both the homoion and heteroion pairs observed here. These 

requirements rationalize the absence of like-charge complexes involving point charge 

species, specifically NH4
+ and H+ ions.131 Lastly, it is important to recognize that the 

nanodroplet environment is not an accurate model for bulk water; thus the guanidinium 

ion pairs may be unique to confinement effects of the nanodroplet, or its generation via 

ESI. The diffuse charge distribution and unique water-structuring capabilities of the 

GdmH+ ions may be relevant to its actions as a protein denaturant. The structuring 

observed here in the confined nanodroplet may also have parallels to confinement near the 

protein surface.146  

Guanidinium-containing analytes accumulating large numbers of charges is 

related to ESI. In particular, it is interesting to note that hydrated GdmH+-GdmH+ and 

GdmH+-H+ species should be formed via IEM, while hydrated BK3+ ions appear to meet 

the Rayleigh limit criteria of CRM. In the former, it has been shown that GdmH+ forms 

stacked ion pairs in nanodroplets with a few hundred water molecules. These ion pairs are 
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likely ejected in the same hydrated droplet when the field strength is sufficiently high and 

are maintained by an opposing electric field generated by the nearby water network. The 

new experimental data presented here issues a challenge to MDS: the stabilization of like-

charged ion pairs by hydration is no longer in question; instead, how are these highly 

coulombically charged nanodroplets formed via ESI? The transition for BK3+ to BK2+ is 

more unusual, since there is an intermediate region with little to no hydration for BK3+. 

The formation of BK2+ appears to be driven by a charge reduction reaction involving the 

loss of several water molecules. The formation of dehydrated BK3+ with limited hydrated 

intermediates must occur from the inhibition of this charge reduction reaction. Loss of 

interconnected waters may begin to occur near the Rayleigh limit due to limited hydration. 

The protonation sites would become effectively trapped and unable to be deprotonated, 

especially if the few remaining waters are localized on the arginine groups, competing 

with the basic guanidinium sites. Although the precise mechanism cannot fully be 

accounted for by the crude structural information here and will benefit from additional 

structural characterization, the cryo-IM-MS nonetheless provides an unprecedented 

experiment to probe late-stage ESI. 



* Reprinted with permission from Hebert, M. J. and Russell, D. H., Tracking the Structural

Evolution of 4-Aminobenzoic Acid in the Transition from Solution to the Gas Phase. J. Phys.

Chem. B, 2020, 124 (11), 2081-2087. DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.9b10576. Copyright 2020

American Chemical Society.
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3. ACCESSING COLLISSION CROSS SECTION ON THE CRYO-IM-MS TO

TRACK THE SOLUTION TO GAS-PHASE STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF 4-

AMINOBENZOIC ACID* 

3.1. Background 

The protonated 4-ABAH+ ion is an excellent example of a system where potential 

charge carrying sites are directly coupled to the local solvent environment. Tian and Kass 

showed that 4-ABAH+ protomers were dependent on the solvent used during ESI; more 

protic solvents yielded higher relative abundances of the gas-phase O-protomer, while the 

solution phase N-protomer was preferred in aprotic solvents.96 The experimental evidence 

supports a mechanism where the ionizing proton shifts its location from the solution-

favored amine group (N-protomer) to the carboxylic acid in the gas phase (O-protomer). 

Subsequent studies noted that the N-protomer was observed with as few as 6 water 

molecules still adducted.78 This proton transfer mechanism assumes the presence of a 

solvent bridge, which involves many sequential proton transfers between water molecules, 

that is, the Grotthuss mechanism.147 Protic solvents exploit this proton relay system and 

readily transfer the proton via the water network to the O-protomer upon dehydration.78, 

98, 148
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CCS provides valuable information about the size, shape, charge, and relative 

interaction potentials of analytes with the drift gas. Experimental CCS values are often 

used to limit the number of candidate structures generated by MDS. Consequently, 

considerable effort has gone into generating accurate theoretical CCS values and 

experimental calibrant libraries using a variety of drift gases.149 However, due to the 

cryogenic temperatures employed and weakly bound water interactions, structural 

information obtained with cryo-IM-MS has thus far been limited to analyzing variations 

in ATD trends in the context of the current literature. Here, the linear relationship between 

ATD and CCS for a series of hydrated ions (e.g. 4-ABAH+(H2O)n) is used to calibrate for 

cryo-IM-MS CCS.150 Theoretical CCSs were used to calibrate experimental ATDs for 

accurate CCS determination of hydrated gas-phase ions, thereby reducing the number of 

candidate structures and simplifying structural identification. 

Here, cryo-IM-MS is utilized to monitor changes in the conformers that occur upon 

stepwise desolvation of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n ions. It is interesting to consider how separation 

of the two protonation sites affects hydration, particularly the formation of a water bridge, 

which may be key for intramolecular proton transfer. Low capillary temperatures and 

aprotic solvents are reported to inhibit the Grotthuss-type proton transfer;96, 98 however 

data reported here are more consistent with a mechanism whereby acetonitrile (ACN) 

stabilizes the –NH3
+ group, inhibiting proton transfer to the -COOH group. Nitrogen drift 

gas also inhibits proton transfer, again by stabilizing the –NH3
+ group relative to helium 

drift gas. 
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3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Experimental 

Acetonitrile, 2-aminobenzoic acid (>98%), 3-aminobenzoic acid (>98%), and 4-

aminobenzoic acid (>99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further 

purification. Solutions were prepared in 0.1% formic acid by dissolving 4mM ABA in 

either water or water/ACN (49.9/50%) and 0.1% formic acid. Solutions were nanosprayed 

from gold-coated borosilicate capillaries (OD < ~5 µM) into a homebuilt cryo-IM-MS, 

which was described in section 1.3.1. For the studies described here, either nitrogen or 

helium drift gases were used (99.999% purity). Experiments employing He drift gas were 

performed at temperatures of 80 ± 2 K, whereas experiments employing N2 drift gas were 

limited to 96 ± 2 K. Drift gases are passed through a gas purifier (Hammond Drierite Co. 

27068) to ensure that contaminating water vapor is <5 ppb. Ion mobility ATDs were 

iteratively smoothed with the Savitzky-Golay filter in MATLAB and fitted to 

unconstrained Gaussian peaks with peakfit.m v 9.4. ATD versus m/z plots were otherwise 

generated with Interactive Data Language (IDL) v6.1 by Research Systems Inc.151 The ion 

pulse gate width for N2 drift gas was increased to 36 µs from 24 µs due to low ion signal. 

An electric field of 9.40 V/cm was applied for both drift gases. 

3.2.2. Computational 

Monte Carlo Multiple Minimum (MCMM) conformational searches were 

performed using MacroModel 9.1 (Schodinger, Inc. Portland, OR). A minimum of 2000 

conformations were generated per degree of freedom (number of molecules + number of 
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torsions) for each cluster. An MMFFs force field with explicit water molecules and 

extended force fields were used. Structures were minimized with 5000 steps to 0.05 

threshold convergence. Lowest energy structures were subsequently geometry- and 

energy-optimized using the 6-311++G** basis set and ωB97X-D functional in Gaussian 

16. The ωB97X-D functional was used due to its ability to describe the hydration

surrounding 4-ABAH+ and, more generally, systems in which H-bonding plays an 

important role.78 Electrostatic potentials were calculated using the Merz-Singh-Kollman 

scheme in Gaussian 16. Electrostatic potentials are necessary to determine ion-induced 

dipole effects, which affect the CCSs of ions. 

Optimized structures were submitted to MOBCAL at 83 K to determine CCS in 

helium. The default MOBCAL value for the polarizability constant of helium was used, 

0.204956 x 10-30 m3. Standard deviations of the CCS calculations were determined by 

MOBCAL.92 The interactions of the drift gas play an important role in CCS calculation. 

CCSs in N2 drift gas were not determined. 

3.2.3. CCS Calibration in Helium 

Typically, 1/V plots are used to determine the time spent outside the drift tube and 

the exact gas density. These variables can subsequently be plugged into the Mason-

Schamp equation to determine CCS. However, the weakly bound water molecules only 

survive under a small range of drift fields (see Figure 1.5).60 Instead, theoretical CCSs are 

combined with the Mason-Schamp equation150 to calibrate simultaneously an unknown 

gas density and time spent outside of the drift tube (vide infra). These calibrations are 
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limited to a small range of hydration; that is, separate calibrations for n = 0-6 and larger 

values of n will be required as the ions experience considerably different size/shape 

effects.152-153 

𝐾 =
𝐿2

𝑈(𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝑡0)
                                              (3.1)  

The mobility (K) of an ion can be experimentally defined (equation 3.1), where L 

is the length  of the drift tube, U is the applied voltage drop between the front and back of 

the drift tube, tobs is the centroid of the observed arrival-time distribution, and t0 is the time 

spent outside of the drift tube. 

𝐾 =
3√2𝜋/𝜇𝑘𝐵𝑇

16
𝑄𝑁−1𝛺−1 (3.2) 

The mobility of an ion can also be described by equation 3.2, where μ is the 

reduced mass of the drift gas and analyte, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the 

temperature, Q is the charge of the ion, N is the number density of the drift gas, and Ω is 

the CCS of the ion. Substituting equation 3.1 into equation 3.2 and combining the known 

values into the term A yields equation 3.3. Using equation 3.3, the theoretical CCS are 

plotted against the experimental ATDs for n = 0–5, effectively assigning each ATD to a 

CCS. A linear regression is then used to extrapolate the n = 6 CCS, and the protomer form 

can subsequently be determined by comparing the theoretical CCS of each protomer with 

the calibrated CCS from the linear regression at n = 6. 

𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑁𝐴 + 𝑡0                                              (3.3) 

Two other useful parameters, the number density, N, and time spent outside the 

drift tube, t0, are also determined. The uncertainty from a linear least squares calibration 
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was estimated from the square root of the variance in A, var(A), given by equations 3.4 

and 3.5.154

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝐴) = [𝑠(𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠)/𝑁]2                                         (3.4)

Here, s(tobs) is the standard deviation (square root of the variance, stobs, A
2) 

of tobs(A). The square root of the variability in A yields the uncertainty in the 

calculation, u(A). 

𝑢(𝐴) = √𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝐴)                                               (3.5) 

Notably, there is some uncertainty that must be propagated from the A term 

according to equation 3.6 when the uncertainty in equation 3.5 is sufficiently small, less 

than ∼2%. The two uncertainties can then be combined to determine total uncertainty. 

𝑢(𝐴, 𝐴𝑖) ≈
𝑢(𝐴𝑖)

𝑛
= 𝐴𝑖

√(0.5 
𝑢(𝑇)

𝑇
)2+( 

𝑢(𝑈)

𝑈
)2+(

𝑢(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒)

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒
)2+(2

𝑢(𝐿)

𝐿
)2+(

𝑢(𝐶𝐶𝑆)

𝐶𝐶𝑆
)2)

𝑛
       (3.6) 

Here, n represents the number of Ai values used in the calibration. 

3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Hydration of ABAH+ 

It has been emphasized before that the hydration observed in cryo-IM-MS is the 

result of dehydration of nanodroplets generated by nESI as they undergo the solution to 

gas phase transition.38, 60, 93, 155 The mechanism differs from condensation experiments, in 

which water vapor is placed in a chamber and condenses onto dehydrated gas-phase 

ions.62, 64-68, 94 In this case, if cool conditions are maintained, ideally the transition from 

the N-protomer to O-protomer can be examined as an ESI phenomenon, rather than the 
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reverse process that occurs during hydration experiments. Importantly, hydrating water 

molecules are extremely sensitive to the vacuum and capillary temperature of the ion 

source,60, 91, 100-101, 155 the electric field strengths in the drift tube,60 and the drift gas (vide 

infra). 

Figure 3.1 contains ATD vs m/z plots of the hydrated 4-ABAH+(H2O)n ions 

formed during nano-ESI-MS. The change in ATD for 4-ABAH+(H2O)n decreases 

monotonically for n ~ 10-30. There appear to be two inflection points, one at n = 20, and 

another at n ~5-9. The mobility transition for n = 5-9 occurs where the protonation site 

and hydration structures have been predicted to shift from a more solution-phase-favored, 

well-hydrated N-protomer (n ≥ 6) to a more gas-phase-favored, dehydrated O-protomer.78 

For 4-ABAH+(H2O)n, at n = 20, the ATD is shifted to longer ATDs, which suggests a 

change in the overall conformation of the hydrated ion cluster, the surrounding water, or 

Figure 3.1. ATD vs m/z plots of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n sprayed from 0.1% formic acid with 

helium drift gas at a heated capillary temperature of 330 K. Panel (b) is an expanded plot 

of panel (a). Asterisk denotes 94 m/z (CO2 loss) and double asterisk denotes 120 m/z (H2O 

loss) fragments (refs. 78, 96-99, 156). The mass spectrum is located above each plot. 
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both. Water clusters are known to form magic number cluster structures at n = 20, with 

the ammonium ion interacting at the surface of the nanodroplet.86 However, this would 

require a significant shift in the hydration network, removing waters that bridge the two 

polar groups (–COOH  and –NH3
+). The ion plays an active role in specifically structuring 

the water network at n = ~18-22. 

For comparison, cryo-IM-MS plots were obtained for 2- and 3-ABAH+(H2O)n in 

Figure 3.2. 2-ABAH+ has a striking feature in which the ATDs of n = 5-32 fall on a near 

linear trend line. Typically hydration events cause spherical growth as the droplet 

approach the bulk limit, which results in nonlinear ATDs; such trends are clearly presented 

Figure 3.2. ATD vs m/z plots of (a) 2-ABAH+(H2O)n and (b) 3-ABAH+(H2O)n sprayed 

from 0.1% formic acid with helium drift gas at a heated capillary temperature of 330 and 

303 K, respectively. * denotes 94 m/z (CO2 loss). The mass spectrum is located above 

each plot. Trendlines drawn on each plot highlight the non-spherical growth of the 2-

ABAH+(H2O)n water clusters. That is, 2-ABAH+(H2O)n does not form a solvent bridge 

connecting both ends of the benzene, since the functional groups of 2-ABA are adjacent, 

resulting in the linear ATD trendline observed in (a). 2-ABA and 3-ABA do not display 

proton transfer behavior via ATD inflections in the n = 5-9 region but are included here 

for completeness. 
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in the 4-ABAH+(H2O)+ dataset. However, for 2-ABAH+(H2O)n, there is essentially no 

need to form a bridged structure, as the water droplet can more readily connect the two 

protonation sites without bridging over the benzene ring.156 There is primarily 2-D growth 

with little hydration surrounding the benzene ring until n > 32 for 2-ABAH+(H2O)n. 

Conformational searches were performed to test this hypothesis. At n = 10 and 20, very 

little hydration over the plane of the ion is exhibited in Figure 3.3. The interactions 

involved in protein-target interactions are likely defined by limited hydration, and it is 

emphasized that the charged and hydrophobic regions define the size and shape of the 

water networks, as seen here. For completion, it is briefly noted that the spectrum of 3-

ABAH+(H2O)n does not appear to exhibit a proton transfer in the n = 1-6 region, in 

agreement with previous IR results that suggest no proton transfer occurs.156 

Figure 3.3. MCMM of 2-ABAH+(H2O)n where (a) n = 10 and (b) n = 20. Note that the 

proton is located classically on the carboxylic acid in the simulation, but the proton H-

bonds with the amine group. Additionally, the hydration does not bridge the rest of the 

molecule as observed for 3-ABAH+(H2O)10 and 4-ABAH+(H2O)10, instead preferring to 

form a droplet surrounding the hydrophilic region. 
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3.3.2. Effects of Solution and Source Conditions 

Patrick et al. reported that cooler ionization conditions promote kinetic trapping of 

the N-protomer,  

whereas hotter ionization conditions promote proton transfer.98 Figure 3.4 

contains ATD vs m/z plots for 4-ABAH+(H2O)n obtained at different heated capillary 

temperatures and sprayed from a 1:1 ACN:H2O mixture. However, increasing the 

capillary temperature from 330 to 371 K did not promote a shorter ATD that would 

correspond to the O-protomer, suggesting that the two protomers are not resolved here in 

helium drift gas,98 or that only a single protomer contributes to each ATD at these 

Figure 3.4. ATD vs m/z plots of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n at a heated capillary temperature of (a) 

371 and (b) 330 K sprayed from 1:1 ACN:H2O solutions with 0.1% formic acid with 

helium drift gas. H+(H2O)n, 4-ABAH+(H2O)n, and NH3
+C6H5(ACN)1(H2O)n are labeled in 

blue, black, and red, respectively. Asterisk denotes 94 m/z (CO2 loss), and double asterisk 

denotes 120 m/z (H2O loss) fragments. The (4-ABA)2H
+(H2O)n proton-bound dimer and 

its n = 1 species are observed at 275 and 293 m/z, respectively. The dimer experiences the 

same hydrated, ACN-bound adduct as the monomer at 272 and 290 m/z. The mass 

spectrum is located above each plot. 
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temperatures. Inhibiting proton transfer would help differentiate between these two 

scenarios. 

A 1:1 mixture of ACN: H2O was used as a control to favor the N-protomer upon 

dehydration as aprotic solvents inhibit proton transfer of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n.
96, 98-99 Figure 

3.5 shows that nearly identical trends are present for 1:1 ACN:H2O as in pure H2O. 

Notably, the ATD widths, which gauge structural heterogeneity of the ion populations, are 

very similar, and the two protomers remained unresolved. Interestingly, it appears that the 

O-protomer is favored for dehydrated 4-ABAH+(H2O)n in helium drift gas, regardless of

Figure 3.5. ATD vs m/z plot of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n with a heated capillary temperature of 

330 K sprayed from 1:1 ACN:H2O solutions with 0.1% formic acid. 4-ABAH+(H2O)n 

peaks display the same behavior (inflections at n = 5-9 and n = 20) as clusters obtained in 

0.1% formic acid. See Figure 3.4 for comparison. The mass spectrum is located above the 

plot.  
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solution and ionization conditions. Because it is unclear whether the N- or the O-protomers 

is isolated in helium, a more polarizable drift gas (N2) was used for IM separation of the 

protomers (vide infra). 

Tian and Kass were the first investigators to note that aprotic solvents increase the 

relative abundance of the N-protomer by inhibiting the fast proton hopping otherwise 

available to protic solvents.96 However, Figure 3.4b shows the adduction of ACN to the 

94 m/z fragment ion, and the hydration of this complex (NH3
+C6H5(ACN)1(H2O)n), up to 

n ~27. ACN adduction to 4-ABAH+ or the 120 m/z fragment is not detected. Nanodroplets 

maintaining the more volatile solvent (ACN) is unexpected, since rapid and complete 

evaporation of the more volatile solvent from nanodroplets is typical; the ACN adduct 

necessarily describes a specific and strong interaction. Without ACN, fragmentation only 

occurs via an alternative pathway, as evidenced by the lack of hydration of ion fragments 

from water solutions. ACN molecules provide stabilizing interactions with the –NH3
+ 

group of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n ions that inhibit proton transfer from the ammonium ion. The 

stabilization of the N-protomer by ACN is in good agreement with previous experiments, 

which observe much higher relative abundances of the N-protomer and the 94 m/z 

fragment ion formed from solutions containing ACN.96-97, 148, 156 
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3.3.3. Effect of N2 Drift Gas 

Polarizable drift gases were previously employed with cryo-IM-MS to increase 

ion-neutral interactions, that is, Lennard-Jones interaction potentials, and decrease 

diffusional broadening, which collectively increases ion mobility resolution.59, 157-163 N2 

drift gas was employed here to enable separation of hydrated protomers.97, 156, 164 It appears 

that the same polarizable forces that increase ion-neutral interaction potentials between 

the drift gas and the ion also serves to stabilize the N-protomer relative to helium drift gas. 

Figure 3.6a contains the ATD vs m/z plot of hydrated 4-ABAH+(H2O)n ions with N2 drift 

gas. The ATDs of the ions with n = 0, 4, 5, and 6 are plotted in Figure 3.6b. At n = 0, 

there are two prominent peaks, corresponding to the N-protonated (gray) and O-protonated 

Figure 3.6. (a) ATD vs m/z plot of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n sprayed from 0.1% formic acid with 

N2 drift gas. The mass spectrum is located above the plot. (b) ATDs of 4-

ABAH+(H2O)0,4,5,6 are labeled. Gaussian peaks were fit with MATLAB. Blue dots 

correspond to the unfitted data. Orange peaks indicate the O-protomer, while gray peaks 

indicate the N-protomer. The drift times are both longer and broader for N2 drift gas than 

He drift gas due to the increased size and interaction potential with N2. The ion gate is 

also 50% larger (36 μs) for N2 than for He drift gas (24 μs), which increases the breadth 

of the peaks. 
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(orange) species at longer and shorter drift times, respectively.99, 156 These differences in 

ATD, relative to helium drift gas, are attributed to the differing interaction potentials with 

the drift gas by the two protomer states, rather than from significant size deviations in the 

hydration networks. This trend continues until n ≥ 4, and the mobility decreases relative 

to n = 0-4. The relatively high abundance of the N-protomer in protic solvents (water) in 

this data for n < 6 is surprising when compared to previous IM and IR data, which show 

that, for n < 6, the O-protomer is strongly favored.78, 98 Interestingly, at n = 5, there is a 

slightly shorter ATD for the N-protomer than expected, at ~1245 µs, probably 

corresponding to the water-bridge. The stabilization of the water-bridging structure for a 

smaller water cluster supports the stabilization of the N-protomer by nitrogen drift gas 

relative to helium drift gas. At n = 5 and 6, two longer ATDs appear that are not present 

for n = 0-4, at ~1310 and ~1330 µs respectively. These peaks correspond to structures that 

are larger than the water-bridged N-protomer structure and fall along the n = 0-4 trend 

line; this suggests that these ATDs correspond to –NH3
+ hydrated (i.e. unbridged) 

structures.  

3.3.4. Cryogenic Collisional Cross Section Calibration 

Cryo-IM-MS is used as a structural analysis tool by calibrating theoretical CCS 

values with an experimental arrival time and other constant, measured parameters to 

determine an experimental CCS.150 These CCS values, reported in Table 3.1Table 3.1. 

Trajectory method CCS values and standard deviations of 4-ABAH+(H2O)0-6 in 

helium at 83 K., can be used to identify different protomers, isomers, or peptide and 
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protein conformational families. It has proven to be challenging to obtain CCS for 

hydrated ions using cryo-IM-MS, because dehydration occurs at low collision energies 

(see Figure 1.5).60 This complicates the acquisition of typical 1/V plots used for CCS 

calibration of pressure and the ion drift time outside the IM. Even if transmission was 

possible, and the plots were acquired, the sensitivity to the field strength may induce 

isomerization of water structures (see Figure 1.5), affecting the calibration. For the 

approach used here, CCSs for multiple, hydrated structures were calculated and used to 

n 

N-protonated

CCS (Å2)

O-protonated

CCS (Å2)

0 98.30 ± 0.63 92.05 ± 0.74 

1 104.9 ± 0.8 100.4 ± 1.1 

2 113.0 ± 0.7 107.8 ± 1.0 

3 122.5 ± 0.9 117.9 ± 1.1 

4 129.0 ± 1.3 126.5 ± 1.6 

5 130.0 ± 1.2 135.2 ± 1.3 

6 134.0 ± 1.2 141.7 ± 1.4 

calibrate the drift times to attain CCS for cryo-IM-MS analyses.

Table 3.1. Trajectory method CCS values and standard deviations of 4-ABAH+(H2O)0-6 

in helium at 83 K. 
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Lowest energy structures were generated for N- and O-protonated 4-

ABAH+(H2O)n for n = 0-6 (Figure 3.7), and MOBCAL trajectory CCS calculations were 

performed (Table 3.1). The theoretical O-protonated CCS structures were plotted against 

the centroid of the experimental ATDs to generate Figure 3.8 to obtain a trend line for 

hydrated ions of n = 0-5. Using this trend line, a CCS of 135.2 ± 1.0 Å2 was obtained for 

Figure 3.7. Calculated lowest energy structures and relative 83 K Gibbs free energies for 

4-ABAH+(H2O)1-6. Relative energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of

theory and ωB97X-D functional in Gaussian 16. The n indicates the numbers of water 

molecules adducted to 4-ABAH+.
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n = 6, in agreement with the calculated value of 134.0 ± 1.2 Å2; the linear relationship is 

only maintained when the theoretical N-protonated CCS is plotted for n = 6, in agreement 

with Chang et al.78 Notably, the N-protomer theoretically forms a solvent bridge at n = 5, 

but no corresponding ATD shift is observed in the mobility until n = 6 (Figure 3.1b). 

Using these structures, similar ATDs at n = 5 and 6 in helium drift gas are interpreted as 

evidence that the solvent bridge is not retained for smaller water clusters (n < 6). Collapse 

of the solvent bridge and the intracluster proton transfer reaction are supported by the 

relative energies of the theoretical structures, for which the O-protomer is favored for n = 

0-5, but at n = 6, the N-protomer is predicted to be favored by 0.77 kcal/mol.  Additionally,

dehydrated (n = 0) 4-ABAH+ has a >200 kJ/mol barrier for interconversion between the 

Figure 3.8.  Calibration plot of 4-ABAH+(H2O)0–6 based on CCS of calculated lowest 

energy structures in Figure 3.7. O-protonated CCSs were used for n = 0-5 (blue 

diamonds). The N- and O-protonated values for n = 6 are denoted by a green triangle and 

red square, respectively. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the y value. The 

slope of the line corresponds to the gas density in units of parts per m-3, which corresponds 

to ~0.25 torr at 83 K. 
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protomers;156 these observations are consistent with a water-mediated proton transfer at n 

= 6. The linear relationship shown in Figure 3.8 supports both the theoretical structural 

assignments in Figure 3.7 and the proton transfer occurring at n = 6. The head-to-tail 

alignment of the hydrogen bonding network for n = 6 strongly suggests that proton transfer 

involves the water bridge; that is, a Grotthuss mechanism seems most plausible. 

Alternative mechanisms that involve proton transfer to individual water molecules 

followed by rearrangement reactions would be observable by IM, as the rearrangement 

would increase the size of the hydrated ion. The relatively narrow ATDs for n = 5-6 

hydrated ions suggest a single protomer and structural population for each in the helium 

drift gas data. The CCS calibration further suggests that only the N-protomer is observed 

at n = 6. Additional theoretical and IR spectroscopy studies may provide further insights 

on the precise mechanism of intracluster proton transfer reactions. Nonetheless, CCS 

calculations for the hydrated ions provide strong evidence for the proposed structures 

involved in the proton transfer at n = 6. 

The n = 2 structure of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n also exhibited two nearly isoenergetic 

theoretical structures for the O-protonated form. Notably, these two structures differ in the 

cis/trans configuration of the –COHOH group. The theoretical CCS of the trans 

configuration is 107.6 ± 1.0 Å2 best fits the expected trendline value of ~107.5 ± 0.8 Å2. 

Notably, it is better to separately H-bond with each H2O rather than for the –COHOH to 

share two H-bonds with one water molecule (see Figure 3.9). However, this dynamic 
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changes rapidly upon hydration, shifting towards the cis conformation to enable extra H-

bonding opportunities within the growing water cluster. When there is a single water 

molecule left, it is more energetically favorable to share the H-bonding opportunities via 

the cis form. The trans conformation may play an important role in initiating proton 

transfer when the molecule is being hydrated by shortening the distance between proton 

transfer sites. 

3.4. Conclusions 

Cryo-IM-MS was used to investigate the hydration of 4-ABAH+ (H2O)n clusters. 

A proton transfer from the solution-phase N-protomer to the gas-phase O-protomer at n = 

6 is supported by a structural shift observe by cryo-IM-MS at n = 6, in which the ATD 

remains constant. A water-bridged n = 6 structure would have a smaller CCS than a water 

structure that only hydrated the –COOH group. A water network rearrangement at n = 20 

was also briefly investigated and is the subject of the next chapter. Briefly, a large increase 

in ATD at n = 20 relative to n = 19 and 21 suggests that the water network undergoes a 

rearrangement to a larger, magic number structure, similar to other amine-containing 

Figure 3.9. The trans (Z) and cis (E) forms of 4-ABAH+(H2O)2 are shown. The trans 

structure is favored by only 0.27 kcal/mol. 
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molecules. Notably, these structural trends can be carefully interpreted by cryo-IM-MS, 

and have been in all the previous work, but they remain ambiguous without CCS. 

Cryo-IM-MS CCS values were calibrated using the ATDs of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n 

which removes ambiguity in the structural assignments of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n clusters. The 

calibrated CCS for n = 6 agrees well with the calculated N-protomer CCS, while the n = 

5 CCS agrees well with the calculated O-protomer, supporting the N-to-O-protomer 

transition at n = 6. The observed water-bridged structure at n = 6 becomes unstable and 

forms the O-protomer for n < 6. Furthermore, the head-to-tail nature of the waters forming 

the bridge suggests a proton shuttling/Grotthuss mechanism, since no rearrangement 

structures were observed. However, theoretical work on the exact molecular/electronic 

mechanism of the determined structures will be necessary. The proton transfer of 4-

ABAH+(H2O)n is interesting in the context of confined environments. During the final 

desolvation stages of ESI, transporting protons away from their solution-phase locations 

can fundamentally alter the structural integrity of polar molecules. Proton transfer may 

negatively impact the formation of native-like structures (via different potential salt-

bridges, hydration structures, and intramolecular charge solvation) formed by ESI and 

alters gas-phase structures.62, 94, 165 Such structural shifts must be avoided if gas-phase 

structures observed via IM are to be compared to their solution-phase structures.166 It 

should be noted that the CCS calibration method used here is general and can be applied 

to other studies exploring structural effects of so-called biological water; ideally, these 

studies will expand to hydrated peptide and protein structures. 
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The inhibition of proton transfer by acetonitrile and N2 drift gas was investigated. 

For solutions containing ACN, the inhibition is attributed to stabilizing interactions of 

ACN with the –NH3
+ group. Typically, drift gases and drift gas dopants are chosen to alter 

the selectivity of the separation due to differences in separation based on the reduced mass 

of the analyte and drift gas, compound classes, and polarizability, as was done here.59, 157-

163 However, proton transfer was also partially inhibited when using N2 drift gas; even 

though the helium drift gas results confirm that proton transfer artifacts can result from 

desolvation during late-stage ESI, these drift gas studies imply that interactions with 

polarizable gases and counterions may be exploited to inhibit late-stage ESI proton 

transfer reactions.139, 144 These results draw attention to the kinetic trapping that can occur 

as a result of different solution conditions and drift gases.56 
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4. HYDRATION OF AMMONIUM IONS: WATER STRUCTURES FLUCTUATE

BASED ON THE POLAR ENVIRONMENT 

4.1. Background 

The interplay between polar molecules and water molecules is described in 

section 1.3.4. In Chapter 3, the effects of water molecules on the nature and location of 

the charged polar structure were described. Here, the effects of polar molecules on the 

structure of water are considered. The structure of a magic number cluster is dependent on 

the solvated ion. For instance, in H3O
+(H2O)20 the H3O

+ ion is located on the surface of 

the clathrate cage, whereas it is more energetically favorable for Cs+, K+, Rb+, and NH4
+ 

to reside in the interior of the (H2O)20 cage.85, 167 However, ammonium ions often exist not 

as an independent ion but as the functional group of lysine or ornithine. Infrared 

photodissociation (IRPD) spectroscopy evidence from Chang et al. supports the location 

of protonated amines on the surface of magic number clusters when sterically hindered 

from the center of the cluster (e.g. methylammonium, n-heptylammonium, tert-

butylammonium, etc.).86 Lysine- and ornithine-containing peptides are also known to form 

magic number clusters,38, 60, 93 so  investigations on the formation of ammonium-

containing magic number clusters will provide insight into the poorly understood magic 

number clusters observed for peptides. In particular, these peptides boast many 

hydrophilic and charged regions, whereas magic number cluster structural studies have 

classically investigated singly charged ions or point charges. There is also little emphasis 

on droplets of similar size even though the solvent shells that ions exist in are dynamic. 
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Here, cryo-IM-MS is used to monitor the structural water for polar ions containing 19-21 

waters. The structural waters for amine-containing analytes with one to two hydrophilic 

regions are compared: 4-aminobenzoic acid, anilinium, and heptylammonium. 

The polar ions selected, anilinium, heptylammonium, and 4-aminobenzoic acid, 

represent a range of interactions of interest in larger biomolecules, including hydrophobic, 

hydrophilic, charged, and van der Waals interactions. Anilinium contains an ammonium 

group and a rigid, apolar region, which should primarily hydrate the ammonium group at 

low water cluster numbers. Heptylammonium has an ammonium group and an apolar, 

flexible chain. 4-ABAH+ provides an interesting case in which there are two hydrophilic 

regions, separated by a hydrophobic region. This scenario may better resemble a peptide 

with more than one hydrophobic region. Each ion selected here also has an ammonium 

group that forms a magic number cluster at n = 20. 

4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Experimental 

4-aminobenzoic acid, aniline, and heptylamine (>99%) were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Solutions were prepared in 0.1% 

formic acid by dissolving 4 mM ABA in 18.2 MΩ water. Solutions were nano-sprayed 

from gold-coated borosilicate capillaries (OD <~5 µm) into a home-built cryo-IM-MS. 
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4.2.2. Computational 

The computational methods are the same as in section 3.2.2, with two major 

differences. There are now two categories of starting configurations, which are referred to 

in the text as “biased” and “unbiased” water networks. In the unbiased configuration, 

waters were placed randomly around the entire molecule of interest prior to MCMM 

calculations. In the biased configuration, ions were preferentially placed surrounding the 

ammonium ion prior to MCMM calculations. These configurations help the MCMM 

sample regions of conformation space that are otherwise inaccessible to the calculation. 

Second, these calculations have been performed at a lower level of theory, 6-311** due to 

their increased size making the water calculations prohibitive at higher levels of theory.  

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Comparison of Hydrated Ammonium-Containing Molecule Structures 

There is a clear increase in the CCS of the water network of 4-ABAH+(H2O)20 

according to the ATD in Figure 4.1, and a similar n = 20 increase is apparent in the 

mobility of hydrated heptylamine.102, 104 In both instances, the ATD decreases again after 

the anomalous increase in ATD at n = 20. Anilinium also undergoes an increase in ATD 

in this region, but the water clusters maintain the n = 20 structural family for larger water 

clusters, rather than shifting back to lower ATDs for n > 20. To determine what structural 

deviations cause these results, MDS were used to determine likely lowest energy 

structures, and the structures were used in the CCS calibration method described in 3.2.1. 
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Figure 4.1. ATD vs m/z plots of (A-B) heptylammonium+(H2O)n, (C-D) 

anilinium+(H2O)n, and (E-F) 4-ABAH+(H2O)n sprayed from 0.1% formic acid. The mass 

spectrum is located above each plot. Lines are shown only to guide the eye and do not 

necessarily represent linearity of the ATDs. 
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Biased and unbiased water networks, and their relative energies, are shown at n = 20 of 4-

ABAH+(H2O)20, heptylammonium+(H2O)20, anilinium+(H2O)20 in Figure 4.2. In the case 

of anilinium+(H2O)20, the water surrounds the hydrophilic ammonium group, with no 

hydration of the inflexible, hydrophobic benzene ring regardless of the bias. For 

heptylammonium+(H2O)20, although the waters cluster around the ammonium group, the 

flexible, hydrophobic side chain can exploit van der Waals interactions with the water 

clusters, regardless of the bias selected. Some slightly higher energy structures (~1.4 

kcal/mol) in which there is little to no hydrophobic hydration were also formed; all the 

hydrating water molecules surround the ammonium ion, making this structure larger. 

Despite the decreased relative stability of the latter structure type, IM data shows that a 

larger structure is present at  n = 20, relative to n = 19 and 21. Similarly, an increased ATD 

at 4-ABAH+(H2O)20 suggests a larger structure, whereby the water preferentially hydrates 

only the ammonium ion. For 4-ABAH+(H2O)20, hydrating waters bridge the two polar 

groups in the unbiased simulation but preferentially hydrate the ammonium ion in the 

biased calculations. Structures hydrating the ammonium ion in 4-ABAH+(H2O)20 are 

preferred by ~5.8 kcal/mol over those that form a water bridge to the carboxylic acid. 

4.3.2. Collisional Cross Section of the 4-ABAH+ Magic Number Cluster 

CCSs were determined for the lowest energy structures of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n. At n 

= 20, a CCS of 204.8 ± 2.1 Å2
 agrees well with the theoretical calculation of 205.0 ± 1.4 

Å2 for the biased water network. This structure is 7.3% larger than the water structure that 

bridges the two hydrophilic regions, which occurs for n = 19 and n = 21. The ammonium 
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ΔG = 0.0 kcal/mol 

ΔG = +5.2 kcal/mol ΔG = 0.0 kcal/mol 

ΔG = 0.0 kcal/mol ΔG = +2.7 kcal/mol 

Figure 4.2. Representative lowest energy structures of (top) Heptylammonium+(H2O)20, 

(middle) 4-ABAH+(H2O)20, and (bottom) anilinium(H2O)20. Hydration favoring primarily 

the –NH3
+ (right) are compared to more compact structures that do not favor hydration of 

only the –NH3
+ (left). Relative energy values are labelled. The hydrophobic hydration was 

calculated to be favored by ~2.72 kcal/mol.  
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ion sits on the edge of the water cluster, since the ammonium ion cannot easily access the 

center of the water cluster.167 Hydration studies have previously noted the hydrophobic 

nature of the benzene ring and hydrophilic nature of the two functional groups,168 but this 

IM data shows the hydrating waters are shifted away from the carboxylic acid group at n 

= 20. When magic number clusters are observed, the n + 1 clathrate structure is usually 

preferentially dehydrated due to instability while the n = 20 is retained longer due to 

enhanced stability specific to the geometry of the pentagonal dodecahedral clathrate 

structure, as can be seen in anilinium and hepytlammonium. However, the simplicity of 

this model is not maintained in the case of 4-ABAH+(H2O)20, in which the polar ion alters 

the dominant water-bridging structure specifically at n = 20. 

4.3.3. Hydration Dynamics of Dehydrating Droplets 

The n = 20 hydration structural transitions involved in both 4-ABAH+(H2O)n and 

heptylamine+(H2O)n provide an interesting description of the final stages of desolvation 

and hydration preferences. In section 3.3.4, it was shown that a water bridge persists 

between the ammonium and carboxylic acid groups of 4-ABAH+(H2O)n as low as n = 6. 

Here it is shown that the water bridge is ruptured at larger values of n in favor of a more 

stable conformation, before returning to the water bridge structure. Specific structural 

responses to the number of water molecules within an ion-water cluster raises an important 

point: hydrated structures are not dehydrated in a static manner; dehydrating water 

molecules can rapidly equilibrate to form new structures after an evaporative event. Such 

dynamics may be operative only for each evaporative event, whereas each cluster size 
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itself may not be dynamic. In the case of 4-ABAH+(H2O)20, this would explain why there 

is not a broad range of IM values corresponding to both the bridged and unbridged 

structures; dehydrating water molecules can rapidly equilibrate to form new structures 

when there is sufficient energy available for an evaporative event. Furthermore, peptides 

and proteins with magic number clusters may not form structural families that resemble 

those of similarly sized water clusters. Consider, for example, that the magic number 

cluster n = 11 for the peptide gramicidin S is not necessarily similar to the non-magic 

number clusters n = 10 or 12. Indeed, given the highly variable ATDs observed for 

GS2+(H2O)n where n = ~1-20,60 it is likely that the structures change rapidly in this 

hydration region. The water structure may entirely re-arrange to accommodate other 

hydrophilic, charged, and even hydrophobic residues for non-magic number structures, 

contrasting with the sequential dodecahedral clathrate structures formed by smaller 

H3O
+(H2O)n water clusters for instance. In the case of larger molecules with regional 

hydrophilicity, water appears to maintain a dynamic role in the hydration of nanoclusters 

containing polar molecules. 

4.4. Conclusions 

The extension of determining CCS via MDS is shown here for water clusters in 

the size range of ~430-520 Da. It is also briefly noted that structural deviations in the size 

of the water cluster must be present to correctly assign CCS values and structures. These 

MDS are already quite computationally expensive and further expansion of cryo-IM-MS 

CCS determinations into the size regime of peptides and proteins will require the use of 
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less computationally expensive force fields, such as CHARMM,169 AMBER,170-171 or 

GROMACS.172 

 The water structures of hydrated anilinium, heptylammonium, and 4-

aminobenzoic acid are compared here. Although all three ions share similar magic number 

cluster numbers, water clusters similar in size are dependent on the nature of the polar ion. 

Of particular interest is that hydrophobic hydration in heptylammonium is preferred over 

the formation of clusters surrounding the ammonium group as is the case for anilinium. 

The hydrophobic hydration induces a more compact structure for the flexible chain within 

the droplet. For peptides and proteins that contain flexible, hydrophobic regions, the 

hydrophobic hydration of the waters surrounding –NH4
+ ions is more energetically 

favorable than the hydration of only the charged region.  

Water structures can be finely tuned to the number of water molecules in these 

hydration shells here, as indicated by the ATD shift in 4-aminobenzoic acid. In particular, 

since these hydrated clusters are dehydrated in a sequential manner, the shift from a 

bridged water cluster at n = 21 to a magic number cluster at n = 20 back to a bridged water 

cluster at n = 19 showcases the sensitivity of the water network to the numbers of water 

molecules and the polar molecule.60  
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5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS, SUMMARY, AND OUTLOOK

5.1. Increasing Mass Resolution and IM Duty Cycle 

There are two major figures of merit that block the expansion of in-depth cryo-IM-

MS studies past simple small molecule systems: mass resolution and the IM duty cycle. 

First, the mass resolution for small peptides and proteins is limited to ~500. Second, the 

duty cycle of the IM drift cell is about 1% causing experimental timeframes of ~hours. 

Notably, this timeframe is unsustainable, because the cryo-IM-MS instrumentation is 

susceptible to icing over time, causing complete loss of ion transmission. 

One of the major benefits of increased mass resolution is the simplified 

identification of unknown ions. Lower resolution is generally sufficient for simple 

solutions containing known amounts of small peptides or proteins used in the cryo-IM-

MS experiments. However, since large numbers of water molecules are observed for each 

charge state, the mass spectra of different charge states begin to overlap. Despite relatively 

simple solution conditions, analysis of cryo-IM-MS species is quickly complexified due 

to the overlapping of hydrated charge states. If the charge states are separated in the 

mobility space, then higher resolution is not generally required. However, as biomolecules 

increase in size, it is often the case that these charge states overlap, as in the case of 

substance P (~1348 Da). This trend has also been observed for cytochrome c (~12 kDa) 

and hydrated ubiquitin dimers (~17.2 kDa) (vide infra). A 3-D rendering of the new R. M. 

Jordan time-of-flight (ToF) is shown in Figure 5.1. The increase in mass resolution to 
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~3500 of the R. M. Jordan ToF is also shown. This increased resolution has already been 

used to correct previous SPM
3+(H2O)n and SP3+(H2O)n assignments;173 a faster ATD peak 

than the SPM
2+ peak was previously interpreted as an [SPM + 2H]2+ ion that had flown 

through the drift tube as an [SPM + 3H]3+(H2O)n ion where n = 0, 3, or 6. More recent data 

Figure 5.1. (top) A 3-D rendering of the R. M Jordan ToF. Comparison of the isotopic 

mass spectra of SP2+ from (middle) the first generation ToF with ~500 mass resolution 

and (bottom) the R. M. Jordan ToF with ~3500 mass resolution.  
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of peptides with multiple charge states, but only one hydrated charge state, suggests late 

stage proton transfers likely do occur late in the ESI process (n ~ 1-10), but not as 

previously described by Servage et al.; the increasing proton affinity of smaller water 

clusters likely plays a role in deprotonating highly charged peptides that are nearly 

completely dehydrated.173-174 This characteristic hydration pattern is shown briefly for the 

peptide Ac-Y(AEAAKA)nF-NH2 (AEKn), where n = 4, in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.3, water 

clusters leading to the peak labelled as the dimer (2SP4+) have 4.5 m/z spacing 

Figure 5.2. Hydration of the peptide 10 µM AEK4 in 0.1% FA. Hydration of only the more 

highly charged peptide indicates that the lower charge state is formed after nearly 

complete dehydration of the AEK4
4+(H2O)n ion. 
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corresponding to 4+ water molecules. Interestingly, the isotope pattern of the main peak is 

that of SP2+, indicating that the dehydrated dimer dissociates to form the monomer. This 

may resemble the dissociation of noncovalently bound ubiquitin dimers when they are 

nearly dehydrated.101 

Previous work by Servage et al. suggested that the ubiquitin D14+ charge state is 

well-hydrated, whereas the M7+ is formed from near complete dehydration of the dimer.101 

The D14+ hydration extended to ~285 water molecules, but there is some overlap where 

the D12+ peak and its hydrates would be expected. With no apparent M6+ peak formed from 

dehydration, it was reasonable to assume that there was not a significant population of 

D12+ ions. Figure 5.4 contains an ATD vs m/z plot of 100 µM ubiquitin under similar 

conditions described by Servage et al.101 Here, oligomerization occurs at several reduced 

charge states. There is significant overlap between the hydrated dimer ions, and there may 

also be hydrated trimer ions in low relative abundances. Increased MS resolution will 

Figure 5.3. ATD vs m/z plot of 50 µM SP in 1 µM trimethylammonium oxide and water 

reveals hydrated 2SP4+ ions. 
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simplify the identification of these species, but more interestingly, it will allow for 

identification of specific structural trends as a function of numbers of water molecules 

bound. The advantages of such studies have been expanded upon in this work for small, 

hydrated ions. Studies of larger biomolecules will isolate kinetically trapped biomolecules 

and their interactions with local water molecules, ions, etc. 

Figure 5.4. ATD vs m/z plot of 100 µM ubiquitin in 0.1% FA, sprayed at a heated 

capillary temperature of 355 K. This spectrum shows the dehydration of dimers that 

dissociate to form monomers (M7+/M8+), but also reveals other overlapping hydrated 

charge states. A potential hydrated 15+ trimer (T15+) is labelled. 
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Another example of the need for increased mass resolution is shown by the ATD 

vs m/z plot of 30 µM cytochrome c in Figure 5.5. The M8+(H2O)n ATD peak widths 

oscillate as a function of numbers of water molecules bound indicating structure dynamics 

of cytochrome c are dependent on the water network. There is also a notable increase in 

the ATDs at ~130 H2O, followed by shorter ATDs until ~150. With the current resolution, 

it is unclear if this is a well-defined transition over the course of 1-2 water molecules, or 

if the transition occurs over many cluster sizes. Addressing the solution- to the gas-phase 

Figure 5.5. ATD vs m/z plot of 30 µM cytochrome c in 18.2 M𝛺 H2O. The charge state is 

marked above each hydration trendline. The number of water molecules adducted to the 

8+ charge state are labelled. 
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transitions of peptides and proteins at these large (n >100) water cluster sizes will certainly 

be a considerable leap in answering the question of “for how long, under what conditions, 

and to what extent, can solution structure be retained without solvent?”166, 175 

Multiplexing is being employed more frequently to solve the low duty cycle 

problem inherent to signal averaging for IM-MS. Two multiplexing methods, correlation 

and Hadamard, have been attempted thus far. Figure 5.6a shows the low duty cycle 

Figure 5.6. (a) A typical IM gating (blue) and signal collection (red) event are compared 

to two multiplexing methods, (b) a correlation IMS method that opens the gate with 

increasing frequency and (c) a Hadamard Transform that opens the gate many times per 

cycle. The two multiplexing methods result in many signal outputs that must be 

deconvoluted. The gate is open at 321 V and closed at 400 V. 
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inherent to the signal averaging method for IM. By increasing the number of gating events, 

as shown in the Hadamard transform method Figure 5.6b, the duty cycle can be increased 

to ~25-50%. The Hadamard transform method uses a pseudo-random binary sequence to 

vary the on-off gate voltage. The correlation method, shown in Figure 5.6c uses an on-off 

square waveform that slowly increases in frequency and decreases in gate-width.176 

However, software limitations used for the current home-built instrumentation prevent 

data acquisition times greater than one second, and the correlation method requires ~8 

seconds to allow for enough time-points across each square wave to produce reasonable 

data. This problem is described by the failure to meet the Nyquist-Shannon sampling 

theorem, which requires at least 3 points across each square-wave.177 The Hadamard 

transform method should be unaffected by these limitations and is currently being 

investigated for use with cryo-IM-MS. Although simplified in Figure 5.6, the resulting 

Figure 5.7. (a) Mass spectrum of SP and (b) ATD of SP accumulated under a 1 second 

correlation multiplexed gate. Note the increasing frequency of the observed signal.
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IM data is quite convoluted, as shown from the correlation IMS data obtained in Figure 

5.7. Signal processing methods are required to correlate the gate opening times with the 

signal arrival times. Nonetheless, improving the duty cycle 25- to 50-fold will decrease 

data acquisition timeframe of hours to minutes for an experiment in which the signal is 

sensitive to time. 

5.2. Charge Carrier Effects on ESI 

The studies in section 3.3.4 reveal a dependence of the charge carrier on the 

hydrated ion structures observed, in agreement with previous results.78, 83, 86, 131, 178  Silveira 

et al. previously suggested that nonspecific hydration provided structural stability for BK 

ions, whereas GS ions formed specific hydrated ion structures, i.e. via the formation of 

magic number clusters.60 However, it was shown here that BK3+ ions are stabilized when 

well-hydrated (n > 40) and that like-charged ions may be stabilized by water bridges. 

Furthermore, the analysis of the guanidinium ions shows that GdmH+ is capable of 

supporting an additional charge within the droplet by forming like-charged ion pairs, in 

agreement with the ability of BK3+ to be stable in the presence of excess hydration.  

Mutation studies for BK examining the effects of lysine on the charged droplet 

will determine how late-stage ESI depends on the charge-carrier. Ideally, R1K, R9K, and 

R1,9K mutations would maintain the same charge locations while only differentiating the 

charge carrier. Furthermore, these studies could differentiate between the formation of 

like-charged ion pairs between the two arginine residues, which may enable higher charge 

states to be investigated in larger droplets. Similarly, a series of SP mutants and truncated 

SP analogues will be good: RPKP, RPKPQQ, RPKPEE, K3R, R1K. Hydration studies of 
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RPKP will examine the effects of concentrating the charge, since the Q5Q6F7F8 residues 

of SP were shown to provide important charge stabilizing interactions.173 The SP mutants 

(K3R, R1K) will provide another system to confirm the like-charged ion pair interacts 

described earlier and may also provide insight into the SP dimer formation shown in the 

previous section. 

Experiments with polyarginine and polylysine have reported different affinities for 

guanidinium For example, tetra-arginine (R4) has been reported to form binding 

interactions with GdmH+, while K4 does not.120, 131  IM experiments would be excellent 

for further examination of guanidinium pairing with peptides and proteins, (i.e. GdmH+-

ArgH+). However, these peptides will also be excellent candidates to test late-stage ESI 

processes by extending the hydration as much as possible, as shown for GdmH+-

GdmH+(H2O)n and BK3+(H2O)n, to attempt to observe the hydration leading to droplets 

with more charge than basic sites, e.g. Rn
(n+1)+. These systems will offer an unprecedented 

observation of charge states and hydration states that are still be undergoing late-stage 

evaporative processes, making the nuanced charge differences between –NH3
+ and –

GdmH+ charge carriers of considerable interest. Attempting similar studies on larger 

polyarginine and polylysine peptides may also lead to understanding differences between 

late stage CRM and IEM, which are generally considered to be size-dependent 

phenomena. 
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5.3. Osmolyte Effects on Peptide/Protein Structure 

Nanodroplet chemistry in native-MS often lacks the typical complexities of a cell, 

e.g. salts, metabolites, osmolytes, and lipids. Control over solution conditions does offer

some recompense to study specific interactions, especially where additives may be 

“freeze-dried” within a confined nanocluster. Studying these stabilizing osmolyte 

interactions in the transition from the solution- to the gas-phase will allow for their use in 

manipulating peptide/protein structure during ESI. The behavior of osmolytes is often 

dependent upon the protein, and additional osmolytes (e.g. betaine, sorbitol, trehalose, and 

amino acids) will be more reasonable after studying the specific effects of a single 

osmolyte on several different peptides/proteins.  

It is well-supported that osmolytes, such as trimethylammonium N-oxide (TMAO) 

and urea can act to stabilize or destabilize proteins, but the mechanisms of osmolytes are 

debated. The recurring question of hydrated mechanisms of interaction has become 

stylistic of cryo-IM-MS studies: do osmolytes directly interact with proteins or can they 

affect the nearby environment, e.g. causing solvent exclusion to affect 

stabilization/destabilization? Cryo-IM-MS, which can obtain information about structural 

waters, can inform on this mechanistic question, especially with its convenient control 

over solution conditions, including pH, temperature, ionic strength, and osmolyte 

strengths. 

TMAO and urea are well-researched and offer an interesting two-osmolyte system. 

Urea is known to denature proteins in solution. TMAO is known to stabilize proteins and 

is used by marine animals that have high concentrations of urea or other destabilizing 
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factors, such as high pressure.179 Yancey and Somero reported that TMAO can counteract 

the high concentration effects of urea,180 and Canchi et al. provided evidence that a 2:1 

TMAO:urea ratio was sufficient to counter the denaturing effects of urea.181 It has been 

proposed that TMAO H-bonds directly with urea, effectively eliminating urea’s 

deleterious effects.182 Alternatively, it has been proposed that the hydrophobic trimethyl 

region creates a solvent excluded volume that would entropically disfavor solvation of the 

protein backbone, since urea interacts with that region.183-184 With higher mass resolution, 

experiments of model proteins in osmolyte solutions are recommended, e.g. ubiquitin has 

well-described activation and unfolding based on well-known solution conditions. 

Additionally, TMAO is predicted to promote aggregation of amyloidogenic intrinsically 

disordered peptides (IDPs).179 While these peptides are generally thought to be 

intrinsically disordered, the Russell laboratory has shown promising results that their order 

is, at least partially, conditional on their environments;185-188 cryo-IM-MS will offer the 

opportunity to observe the influence of water and osmolytes on IDPs. For now, substance 

P (SP) was chosen as a model peptide to examine how it interacts with TMAO and urea, 

since it has two identified structural families, A and B, which correspond to a well-

hydrated solution-phase structure and an unfolded gas-phase structure, respectively shown 

previously in Figure 1.8.  
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 Figure 5.8a shows a typical SP spectrum, which contains SP3+(H2O)n and 

SP2+(H2O)n. This includes the compact solution-phase and extended gas-phase 

conformational families of SP3+ at ~550 µs and ~600 µs, respectively. The addition of 

TMAO in Figure 5.8b reveals a strong trendline below that of SP2+ and SP3+ that 

corresponds to noncovalently bound SP (2SP4+). Hydrated 2SP4+ clusters are supported by 

the 4.5 m/z separation between peaks, resolved by the increased mass resolution of the 

Jordan ToF. The addition of urea seems to decrease the dimerization effect in small 1 µM 

concentrations of each osmolyte (Figure 5.8c) and dimers are not present at all in the 

presence of only urea (Figure 5.8d). The counteracting force urea has on dimer formation 

supports TMAO-induced dimer formation, but by which mechanism? Some of the 

Figure 5.8. ATD vs m/z plots of SP water clusters. Sprayed solutions contain (a) 50 µM 

SP in water, (b) 50 µM SP in 1 µM TMAO, (c) 50 µM SP in 1 µM TMAO and 1 µM urea, 

and (d) 50 µM SP in 50 µM urea. Dashed lines show the hydration trendlines of different 

charge states. 
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observed dimers contain a single TMAO adduct but are not well hydrated. There are also 

two other observations worth noting. First, TMAO typically acts as a charge reducer, and 

the SP3+ relative abundance is certainly decreased in the experiments with TMAO present. 

MDS reported by Bennion and Daggett suggest that TMAO increased H-bonding 

strengths with H2O;184 increased numbers of urea-H2O and protein-H2O bonds result from 

the protectant TMAO. Whether TMAO is acting as a protectant, thereby lowering the 

solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and charge or by some other charge reduction 

mechanism is currently unclear. SP-TMAO hydrates were not highly abundant, which 

may support an indirect mechanism of interaction by TMAO. The concentrations used in 

this preliminary study are very low, but it will be interesting to use higher concentrations 

to determine how hydrated SP-TMAO complexes are formed and dissociate. Second, no 

TMAO-urea complexes were observed, which is surprising considering the theorized 

TMAO-urea interaction. This indicates that urea is not sequestered by TMAO,184 but 

higher concentration studies may be necessary to observe this hydrated ion complex.  

Counteraction of the destabilizing effects of urea by the addition of other typically 

denaturing osmolytes will provide better insight into the intricate interactions between 

different osmolytes and between osmolytes and water. GdmHCl will be an excellent 

model system to study since it has been investigated by cryo-IM-MS here.95 Ganguly et 

al. recently showed a stabilizing interaction upon addition of urea and GdmHCl with MDS 

for the helical region of a Trp cage protein, whereas individually, either osmolyte is 

denaturing.189 The counteracting effects on the water network interacting with the helical 

region is expected to stabilize the helical structure; the model helical peptides AKn (Ac-
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(AAKAA)nY-NH2) have well-described helical content and modelling that would make 

these peptides an interesting starting point to study counteracting osmolyte-water 

interactions.165  

5.4. Hydration of Insulin 

Insulin is a highly conserved doubly disulfide bound protein consisting of a 21 

amino acid A chain and a 30 amino acid B chain. Insulin has been studied considerably 

since its discovery as it plays a vital regulatory role in human and animal metabolism. The 

active form of insulin, the protomer, exists between 57-400 pm in the blood. The protomer 

is stored as a trimer of dimers, centered around 2 Zn2+ ions.190 The diprotomer, (AB)2, and 

hexaprotomer, ((AB)2)3, forms are used for long term storage, as they are bulkier, more 

difficult to transport, and much less active than the monomeric forms. The active form of 

insulin exists in the body and self-aggregates at such low concentrations that the active 

form is difficult to study by typical NMR and crystallographic techniques. Although 

mutants and various solution conditions have been employed previously to study insulin 

using these methods, there is no simple method with which to study the protomer in its 

native state.191-194 

Mass spectrometry has been used previously to determine a kD of 100 µM for 

insulin diprotomer.195 At higher concentrations of insulin, the same study found artifacts 

from ESI: higher order oligomers up to 12-mers were formed.195 Generally, as long as low 

concentrations are maintained, these artifacts can be avoided. Despite this shortcoming, 

MS offers a significant advantage when analyzing the insulin protomer due to the tendency 

for insulin to aggregate at low concentrations. Cryo-IM-MS is able to study the structural 
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dependencies of the protomer and diprotomer on water, analogous to the dissociation of 

the noncovalent ubiquitin dimer only after near complete dehydration.101 

There is an asymmetric diprotomer, D7+ that can be unambiguously identified in 

Figure 5.9a. The D7+ ion has a single major distribution of conformational states. The M4+ 

and M3+ charge states each have two major distributions, corresponding to a protomer and 

diprotomer. The M5+ distribution does not appear to follow the diprotomer trendline, and 

instead the second distribution that arrives at longer ATDs (~1250-1350 µs) is indicative 

of unfolding of the M5+ ions. Insulin diprotomers do show dissociation upon dehydration. 

However, the protomer and diprotomer are both hydrated, suggesting that both forms are 

present in solution. Activation of the diprotomer via increased heated capillary 

temperatures population leads to the very similar ATDs (~1300-1430 µs) as the 

evaporative process leads to, suggesting that both light activation and evaporation of the 

nanodroplet lead to the same conformational families. Alternatively, this may mean that 

Figure 5.9. ATD vs m/z plots of 25 µM bovine insulin electrosprayed at a heated inlet 

temperature of (a) 349 K and (B) 355 K. Dehydrated protomer (Mz+), diprotomer (Dz+), 

and triprotomer (Tz+) ions are labelled. 
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the evaporating protomer droplet and dissociated diprotomer equilibrate to the same stable 

gas-phase structure; concern that the promoted protomer state is a stable gas-phase ion, 

rather than a native-like protomer is reasonable, since dissociation occurs in the gas-phase.  

However, given the gentle instrument conditions that lead to the formation of the 

evaporated droplet, it is unlikely that the hydrated protomer trendline leads to a stable gas-

phase protomer. Furthermore, formation of a stable gas-phase structure from the 

dissociated diprotomer would require the loss of hydrophobic binding and electrostatic 

interactions and require the refolding of the ion all to occur within a µs timescale. 

Streaking occurs from the D8+ to M4+ ATD, indicating that the dissociation occurs near 

the end of ESI, and the observed step-by-step dehydration suggests sequential states are 

differentiated by small amounts of energy. Thus cryo-IM-MS not only agrees well with 

the formation of native-like proteins via ESI, but also shows that the same native-like 

protomer can be obtained via dissociation of a diprotomer.196 MDS studies are a necessary 

next step to determining structural characteristics of protomeric and diprotomeric insulin 

obtained via cryo-IM-MS.  
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Previous studies in water/nonpolar mixtures have shown that the structure of 

insulin remains mostly intact, but the protomeric state is greatly stabilized (i.e. kD 

increases).192-194 The self-association of insulin is driven by close-packed hydrophobic 

interactions, so this result stems from the ability for insulin protomers to be stabilized by 

interactions with an apolar solvent, effectively burying its highly nonpolar diprotomer-

forming surface area.197 The results shown in Figure 5.10 generally agree with this 

Figure 5.10. (a and b) ATD vs m/z plots of 100 µM bovine insulin in (a) 100% H2O and 

(b) 20% ethanol and 80% H2O. (c and d) ATD of the 1434 m/z peak showing the 

diprotomer (D8+) and protomer (M4+) IM peaks. The diprotomer is abundant in (c) 100% 

H2O solutions and diminished in (d) 20% ethanol 80% H2O.
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observation; Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.10b show a decrease in abundance of the 

oligomers T9+, T8+, D8+, and D7+. There is a small shift towards protomeric insulin, but it 

is not the 100 fold increase in kD predicted by 2D IR studies.193 The effect on kD may be 

decreased due to stabilization of the protomer state that already occurs during droplet 

formation, since surface of electrosprayed nanodroplets have a readily available nonpolar 

interface for the diprotomer-forming surface to interact with. Infrared-visible sum 

frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) experiments have previously determined that 

protomers segregate and are the primary form of insulin at the water-air interface, 

supporting this hypothesis.198 Figure 5.10c and Figure 5.10d show little change in drift 

times of the D8+ and M4+ peaks, suggesting there is no unfolding when switching from 

100% H2O to 80% H2O/20% EtOH (v/v). Notably, when unfolding is induced for proteins, 

ATD differences of more than >100 µs for each charge state are common.  

The addition of Zn2+ to solution leads to the formation of the hexaprotomer. Time 

course studies with the addition of Zn2+ will lead to a better understanding of the formation 

of the storage oligomer. Performing these studies will also show the role water plays in 

the formation of larger oligomers. The observation of hydrated protomer and diprotomer 

species is suggestive of both states being present in the solution-phase; does the 

hexaprotomer exist in equilibrium also or is it the dominant structure? Lastly, Mukherjee 

et al. recently determined 10 highly conserved water molecules stabilize the hexamer 

cavity using MDS,199 which could likely be retained by utilizing cryo-IM-MS. Confirming 

the coordination of a number of water clusters in higher relative abundance and 

performing MDS to determine CCS/structural candidates will provide insight into how 
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proteins functionally coordinate water in their structures. Although outside the capabilities 

of the current generation of cryo-IM-MS, these studies may lay the groundwork for very 

large oligomers, such as GroEL, which can fill its internal cavity with water.200-201 MDS 

show that protein folding and refolding within these water-filled cavities can even be 

accelerated.201-202 Part of the challenge associated with CCS of proteins requires 

preventing gas-phase collapse of the protein.203 Cavities inside the protein are particularly 

susceptive to collapse and it is unknown to what extent a protein cavity remains intact or 

collapses as it enters the gas-phase.204 Extension of CCS onto small proteins and protein 

complexes, like insulin here, would provide an interesting way to study the extent of gas-

phase compaction as a function of the number of hydrating water molecules. 

5.5. Project Summary and Outlook 

Cryo-IM-MS studies have thus far focused on broad structural details to gain 

insight into late stage ESI and the formation of gas-phase structures of biological 

molecules. The studies here have provided an overview of some of the important 

stabilizing forces in the small water clusters observed. Capturing the transition from  

solution-phase to gas-phase structures has been supported here by the addition of CCS to 

the cryo-IM-MS; extending the ability to confirm experimental structures with CCS will 

continue to enable cryo-IM-MS to provide in-depth analyses on the role of confined water 

on biological structures. The roles water molecules play in biological systems are vast and 

complex. With the addition of structural characterization through CCS, an improved duty 
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cycle, and improved MS resolution, there is great potential for cryo-IM-MS analyses on 

these hydrated systems. 
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